Kit Siang's Conduct:
A Blatant Defiance

AM: Yang Berhormat Encik
Ong, thank you very much for
giving us your ti~ for this interview. Maybe we can start off with
why YB Encik. Um Kit Siang was
originally suspended on 14 May?
OTK: On that day. YB Lim Kit
Siang was given a chance to participate in the debate on the amendment to the Bankruptcy Act But
unfortunately, as he noticed Dato
Seri Samy Vellu coming into the
Dewan upon his repeated challenges, immediately he deviated to the
Maika Holdings issue which was
irrelevant to the bill being
deliberated.
I had been repeatedly cautioning him not to deviate from the subject matter but he chose to turn a

deaf ear to the Chair's ruling. This

led to his being stopped from participating in the debate.
As he defied the Chair further, I
was left with no choice but to invoke Provision 44 (3) of the Standing Orders to suspend him till the
end of the session. However, this
could only be done with a motion
moved by a Minister. The Minister
of Law, YB Dato Syed Hamid did
so and was seconded by two other
Ministers in the midst of a pandemonium.

The defiant Kit Siang was seen
behaving like a conductor of an orchestra, while his fellow DAP MPs
were booing, thwnping table and
chanting, "Turun, Turun, Turun",
to his gestures.
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A.M: Why were they doing that?
OTK: In protest against the
adoption of the Minister's motion
by the House.
I have to make it clear that his
suspension was valid till the end of
the session, which was supposed to
be the 21st of May. But later there
was an extension of the Parliament
sitting for 2 more days, ie on the 25
and 26 of May. Hence his suspension would also be extended accordingly, as the 25 and 26 May
were part oC the session.
A.M: Encik Lim has expr~ssed
the view that it is a matter of interpretation whether his suspen.fion
covered the two days of extension
and says he came to check whether
his suspension did cover these days

"The defiant lOt Siq . . Men
behaving like • conductor of en
orcheeh-...

but he was not allowed to speak at
all. Is that corrut?
OTK: Yes, that is, of course, his
side of the story. ln all fairness,
should he need any clarification on
his suspension, he could always do
so by consulting the Speaker's office. But when he appeared in the
Dewan on 26 May while his
suspension was still valid, that was
a blatant def&anee of the House
decision to suspend him. On that
ground, he was not allowed to
speak.

A.M: Would it be true that the
decision not to allow Encik Um to
attend the further extension had to
come from the Spealcer on the
Chair. in order that DAP MPs
might be able to question the
validity ofextending the suspension
to the extension days?
OTK: This question shouldn't
arise at all More so, the session
could ooly be extended with the
House decision, which also involved the DAP MPs. It is common
knowledge that any extension in
tenns of hours or number of days
should be construed as part of the
session. YB Lim Kit Siang, being

the Opposition leader and a long
serving MP, should understand it
A.M: Is there anything in the
Standing Orders which expressly
says that any suspension will also
cover extension of the sitting of
Parliament?
OTK: No, there's no expressed
provision.
A.M: Though that could be the
only way to question whether the
suspension does cover the extension?
O'I:K: l beg to disagree on that
as it was merely a lame excuse.
A.M: When Encik Um reappeared on 26 May and was called a
stranger by yourself. the implication was that he had then no longer
the status ofan MP. Is that right to
say?
OTK: His position then was no
better th3n a stranger.
A.M: So he did not hove the
status of an MP?
OTK: An MP who was then

when he appeared
In the Dewan on 26
May while his
suspension was still
valid, that was a
blatant defiance of
the House decision to
suspend him. On that
ground, he was not
allowed to speak.

under suspension, thus denying him
the right to speak in the House.

A.M: And on May 26 when he
reappeard, he was given a further
suspension?
OTK: Because of the pandemonium created thereafter by
him.
A.M: And was this by Standing
Order44?
OTK: Yes, by invoking Standing Order44.
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A.M: Does Standing Order .U
apply to MP' s who refuse to abide
by lkcisions of the Chair?
OTK: Yes. (Reads ow Standing Ortkr 44).
A.M: Standing Order44, asyo11
have read out, provilks for action
by the Chair against members who
do not obey the Chair. But when
Encik Lim reappeared on May 26
he no longer had the status of a
member. He was termed as a

Even If he were a
stranger, he should
have observed the
decorum of the House.

stranger. The question then is, can
Standing Order 44 which is supposed to be applied to members, be
applied to somebody who had the
status ofa stranger?
OTK: As far as his right of
speech is concerned, his position
then was no better than a stranger in
the House. Nevertheless, that
doesn' t. in any way, nullify the fact
that he is still an elected representative. Even if he were a
stranger, he should have observed
the decorum of the House.
A.M: If Encik Um is to be
suspended again, he has to be
treated as an MP. Bill yow view is
that as he was suspended originally
and that covers the whole of the
session, including the extension, he
no longer had the status of an MP
and he was not supposed to be in
the Dewan aJ all. But if he did not
have the status of an MP then how
could he be suspended the second
time?
OTK: But his further suspension was again the House decision
pursuant to his repeated defiance of
the Chair's ruling to leave the
House peacefully.
A.M: Can )'011 decide on yow
own from the Chair to suspend

ing the parliamentary
proceedings
OTK: That is not
closely, that is mere
a decision of the Chair
politics of soliciting
public sympathy.
but rather it has to be
Had I been trying
initiated by a motion
to cover up the
moved by a Minister
and seconded by two
Ma.ilca issue as be alMinisters. The Chair
leged, he wouldn't
then has to put it to the
have been allowed to
touch on the issue
House by voice- vote.
AM: And so really
when he participated
in
the debate on the
the House decided to The Min•ter of Law moved the
Royal Address on
suspend a member? modon to auspend Urn Kit
OTK: Exactly.
Siang.
April 29. However,
AM: And in this
when a specific bill
particular case, it was the /louse
was being tabled and debated, he
that decided to suspend Encilc Um
should only be alJowed to speak on
for the rest ofthe year.
the subject matter.
OTK: Yes, but the DAP still
AM: Is it true that DAP members have put in a ltl()tion to the
chooses to distort fact by correlating me with the suspension as what
House asking for a r~iew of the
they have been alleging of late in
suspension of Encik Um? Despite
the DAP MP' s having put in the
the Chinese dailies.
AM: The leader of the Opposition is the counterpart to the Prime
Had I been trying to
Minister for the Opposition in Parliament. In that se.nse, he is a cocover up the Maika
equal to the Prime Minister. The
Issue as he alleged,
question that some people would
he wouldn't have
put is: Has Encilc Um been treated
been allowed to
with the respect that his position
should deserve?
touch on the
OTK: Yes. Had I not accorded
issue...However. when
him the kind of respect, I wouldn't
a specific bill was
have persistently advised him not to
deviate from the subject matter
being tabled and
before I ruled to disallow him from
debated. he should
speaking on irrelevant topics furEncik Um for all of
the rest of the year?

thee.

But I wish to remind that no MP
has ever had the privilege to flout
the Standing Orders.

AIN: The subject that was being
discussed was the amendment to
the Bankruptcy Act. A nwnber of
people did go bankrupt becaust of
Maika Holdings. Would that not
make it related to the Bankruptcy
Law?

OTK: Absolutely irrelevant.
Of late, the DAP has been busy
laWlChing a poster campaign with
the allegation that Lim Kit Siang
has his mouth gagged. To me and
many others who have been follow-

only be allowed to
speak on the subject
maHer.

motion, and twice bringing it up
after putting in the notice ,this matter has not come up (for discussion
in the Dewan).

OTK: The DAP Members of
Parliament should have read and
understood the Standing Orders in
toto. As far as their private
member's motions are concerned,
the Chair could do nothing to allow
them to take precedence of all other
government bills as prohibited by
Alinut Moflllll1 1992 12(7) Ptlfe 4

Provision 15 (1) of the Standing
Orders.
Besides, Provision 14 (2) also
stipulated that the House may only
be allowed to proceed to any particular business out of the regular
order upon a motion by a Minister
without any debate.
AM: That means any nongovernment matter would only
come after all governml'nt motions?
OTK: Yes, that includes any
private member's motion tabled by
the MPs, be they from the Opposition or the ruling party.
AM: And if the government's
motions are too many, then private
members' motions might never
come up.
OTK: Yes.
AM: And on the r~iew ofEncik
Lim's suspension, the matter has
still not come up (two and a half
months later)?
OTK: Yes.
AM: It is quite possible that for
the rest of this year, the review of
the suspension might never come
up?
OTK: Nobody knows.
AM: Unless Encik Um
apologists to the House, and he
doesn't seem inclined that way because he doesn't feel that he
deserved the suspension for the rest
of the year, it is possible that a
review of his suspension might
never come up?
OTK: Let's be fair. I wouJdn't
make that presumption. I gather
that IGt Siang has been lobbying
hard of late. He has been seeing
quite a number of Ministers, on the
subject of his suspension.
AM: So it is possible that a Minister might bring up the r~iew?
OTK: I don't know exactly.
AM: In your view, should the
lead61' of the Opposition be present
to discuss important matters that
may be discussed over the
remainder ofthe year, in particular
the Budget.
OTK: In his capacity as the
leader of the Opposition, YB Lim

A poiHician of his
stature should not
seek to justify his
misconduct by
questioning the
Deputy Speaker's
party affillation...the
only logical
explanation Is that he
has been obsessed
and overpowered by
the party vendeHa
deeply rooted In his
mind.

JGt Siang should participate in the
deliberations on substantive mat·
ters including the Budget. But who
asked for the suspension? Nobody
wants to suspend him unnecessarily. Had he taken the people's interest into consideration, he would not
have defied the Chair's ruling and
trampled the decorum of the House
by instigating pandemonium.
AM: Is it not true that other
members of the House, some of
them Barisan members, have also
misbehaved in the House? We have
heard allegations that some
Barisan MPs even show obscene
gestures in the House. Encik Lim
caused rowdiness when he was
present on 26 May. But when you
consider normal code of etiquette,
being present when you are 1101
supposed to, does 1101 appear as
bad as showing obscene gestures.
Then the question is, has Encik Lim
been treatedfairly?
OTK: Be it unparliamentary
w~ds or gestures, once being ruled
as unparliamentary, the MP concerned, irrespective of his party affiliation, has to retract the words
uttered or the gestures shown, failing which he would be Liable 10 be
sent out from the House under 44
(2) of the Standing Order.

In the case of Encik Lim's further suspension, the bone ofcontention lies not in his presence when he
was not supposed 10, but in his
defmnce of the Chair's ruling and
the contempt for the House
decorum. Had he chosen 10 leave
the House peacefully as ruled by
the Chair, no ruckus or whatsoever
would ensue. Of course, his further
suspension would not have taken
place at all.
I do understand that Encik Lim
has been issuing numerous statements in the Chinese language
dailies alleging me for not penalising the Barisan MPs who had purportedly been showing obscene
gestw-es in the House. I have to
deny and refute this categorically
for I was not even in the Chair or in
the House when alleged gestures
were being shown.
AM: And you have never been
in a position where you had to
decide on what to do when somebody made that sort of gesture?
OTK: No, but if you refer to
un-parliamentary words - yes. In
fact, I have come across several
cases of this, including those from
the government bench. They had
been directed on the spot 10 retract
the utterances. And they did so.
AM: Being a Barisan member,
you would have certain Barisan
positions. Couldn't there be a conflict of interest when certain matters are discussed in the House?
Other members may bring up matters you do not feel are relevant or
important. This might affect your
judgement on whether these matters should be discussed.
OTK: I don't think my party
affaliation could be made an excuse
for them (the Opposition) 10 question my impartiality when I am in
the Chair. On the same ground,
Speakers of all the State Assemblies are also elected representatives who have party
affiliations.
AM: FortheDewanRakyat, we
have a non-elected Speaker and 2
Deputy Speakers who are bothfrom
Alinut Molllltl1 199212(7) PQ6e 5

Barisan. Would it not be fair if one
of the Deputy Speakers came from
the Opposition?
OTK: That is not within my
power. It is up 10 all the Members
of the House to elect.
AM: In your view, should one of
the Deputy Speakers be from the
Opposition so that there may be
more balance?
OTK: There is no hard and fast
rule, and, as I said, that is not within
my jurisdiction.
AM: When a Minister gets up
and says that something is irrelevant, this could be construed as
a signa/to the Chair to cut short an
MP who is bringing out views that
the Minister feels the House need
not hear. lf the person on the Chair
is also from the governing party, he
might not want to contradict what
the Minister says because the Minister is a respected person, influential within the Barisan. This could
lead to situations where the
decisions of the Chair may be
prejudiced against opposition MPs
and discussions might become lopsided.

OTK: Absolutely untrue. Just.
like any other MPs, the Ministers
have the same right to invoke point
of order and question the relevance
of certain utterances. But on many
occasions, the Chair did choose to
rule otherwise. not in the Minister's
favour, for the Chair's ruling made
is based on the Standing Orders and
the prevailing common sense, not
on the party affiliation as you said.
In this context, Encik Um
should have the courage 10 face and
accept the penalty imposed on him
by the House for his conduct.
A politician of his stature
should not seek to justify his misconduct by questioning the Deputy
Speakers' party afflliation, particularly mine. Or else, the only
logical explanation is that he has
been obsessed and overpowered by
the party vendetta deeply rooted in
his mind.D

Heart to Heart

Not Paying Back- Just Helping
In 1941, Sarajevo Muslims saved a Jewish family
from the Nazis. In 1992, the debt
was repaid in kind
'Joseph, you are our brother.
Rebecca, you are our sister. Your
children are our children.' That is
what Mustafa Hardaga. a Muslim
carpet mecchant and property
owner, told his Jewish friend and
tenant, Joseph Kabilio, in Nazi-occupied Sarajevo in 1941. 'Everything we have is yours. This is your
home.'

Five decades later, with the
people of the Bosnian city again in
mortal danger, the hospitality has
been returned by Kabilio 's
daughter, Tovah Greenberg, who
opened her doors in Jerusalem to
Hardaga's fleeing granddaughter
and two great-grandchildren.
From 1941 to 1945, Mustafa
and his wife, Zayneba, 20 years-his
junior, risked their lives to shelter
and succour the Sephardi manufactwer- although they could. hear the
screams of torture victims from a
Gestapo interrogation centre across
the road, and posters on every wnll
threatened death to anyone caught
harbouring Jews. Zayneba's father,
Aluned Sadik was executed in the
Jasenovac concentration camp for
shielding another Jewish family.
A Serbian friend spirited
Rebecca Kabilio and her two
children to the relative safety of the
Italian-occupied zone of Yugoslavia. Joseph stnyed with the Hardagas, but went on the run when he
was betrayed by an ethnic German
employee.
He was twice captured by the
Germans, and twice escaped.
Zayneba traced him in a slave

a-s.,
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eg.t 3, and Amra
right, with their reec:uer, Tova Greenberg, in~.

labour camp and smuggled food to
him and his starving fellow
prisoners. 'The courage of the Hardaga family gave us strength to stay
alive,' he testified years later. After
his second escape, Joseph made his

a-s.,

way back to the Hardaga bouse and
was again given shelter. When the
war was over and his family
returned, he wrote: 'Our jewelery
was restored to us in the same box
we had left with them.'

Tile Kabilios, along with most
ofSarajevo's2,400Jews(survivoo
of a pre-war population of 10,000),
settled in Israel after the establishment of the Jewish State in
1948. They maintained what contact they could with their rescuers
Wlder Yugoslavia's Communist
regime. Israel honoured the Hardagafamily in 1985, though by then
Mustafa was long dead and Joseph
Kabilio was soon to follow him.
Tovah Greenberg, now a rosycheeked retired school teacher, was
three when Mustafa Hardaga took
the Kabilios into hjs house. When
fighting broke out in Sarajevo last
April, she managed to get through
by telephone and learned that
Mustafa's granddaughter, Amra
Berjan, had escaped to Belgrade
with her Serbian architect husband,
Nebojsa. and their son and
daughter. They had run the gauntlet
of checkpoints every 100 yards
during a lull in the fighting.
The Berjans were living as
refugees, with no money and no
chance of earning any. Tovah tried
to send them a cheque via the
Belgrade Jewish community but, in
the prevailing chaos, she fajled
'When I saw that the situation was

getting worse, I decided to bring
them here,' she told TM Obstrvtr,
speaking in the garden of her
nineteenth-century
home
in
Jerusalem.
'I heard on the radk> that they
might close the airport at Belgrade,
so the same day I went to the Interior Ministry to get them an Israeli
visa, then went to El AI and bought
them tickets. I phoned Amra in
Belgrade and told her to get to the
airport as soon as she could. I said:
'Let's hope there are tickets.'
Although the Belgrade terminal
was crowded with refugees
desperate to get out of the country,
Amraandherchildren,ll-year-old
Igor and three-year-()ld Tanja, were
treated like VIPs. 'Don't worry,' an
official told her. 'You must be very
important. They've sent you tickets
from Jerusalem.'
Amra's husband, of military
age, was not allowed to leave.
Now safe in Israel, Amra, a 35year-old accounts clerk in a
publishing house, tries to relax -but
it is not easy. Every night brings
more televised evidence of devastation in her home town. Telephone
contact is precarious and unpredictable.

Her grandmothel', Zayneba,
now 74 and with only one leg, was
reported to be sheltering in the
basement of a high-rise block of
flats, but there has been no news for
more than two weeks. ' I hope the
neighbours are looking after her,'
Amra sighed. Zayneba's invalid
sister-in-law, Bahria, died during
the fighting because of lack of
medicine.
Amra BeJjan is doubly grateful
to Tovah -both for bringing her out
and
for
recogrusmg
her
grandfather's good deed. But
Tovah denies she is repaying a
family debt.
'I felt I was helping friends,' she
insisted. 'You can't call it paying
them back. You see, I'm not putting myself in any danger by having
them here.'+
Sourct: Tlu Observer, 19 July
1992
[Tht original story of tht Hardagafamily is told in Eric
Silvtr' s THE BOOK OF THE
JUST, recently published in London by Weidenfeld & Nicolson.]
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Ethics

Video Viji: The Sequel
Just when you thought it was safe
to turn on the VCR ...
Is It a coincidence, asks
ANIL NETTO, that the VIJI
tapes should start
circulating soon after
Vljandran had claimed
that there were
Irregularities In the offer
of Telekom shares to
Maika?
Wouldn't It be Interesting
to find out who was
responsible for
distributing these tapes
to the public?

politicians and personalities involved in pornographic videotapes.
It seemed the issue would die a
natural death, as is usually the case
in Malaysia when memories fade
and the excitement of the moment
evaporates. After all, the evidence
was gone and no eye- witnesses had
come forward.
But now, opposition MP Karpal
Singh has presented the videotapes
to Parliament creating quite a stir.
Videotape viewers have also made
statements in the Press, providing
us with details of the bare facts and
figures. There can be no doubt
about it • the tapes are real. The
tapes exist.
Now that the authorities. have
the evidence, it wiU be interesting
to see what action they wiU take.
Already, we can see the same reluctance and foot-dragging which was
clearly displayed more than two
years ago before the original tapes
were fmally destroyed under the AG 's orders. Let us hope, this time,
there wiU be no more cover-up and

obody expected the
Vijandran videotapes scandal to hit the headllines again
aCtet more than two years.
The last we heard of the scandal
then was that Attorney-General
Abu Talib Othman had ordered the
police to destroy eleven videotapes
and four envelopes containing
2,000 photographs and negatives
belonging to former
Deputy Spealcer D.P.
Vijandran after obtaining
the latter's consent.
This move caused an
uproar and led several
groups and individuals to
publicly accuse
the
government of a cover-up.
Right from the start, the
relevant
authorities
seemed to be reluctant to
pursue the matter to its
rightful end. This, in tum, VJiandrM claimed some
fuelled speculation that irregularitiM in lhe oftw of
.
Telekom Mar. to Maika.
there were other prommcnt

N

....
KWJ* p,...,ted the
offending ...,.. to
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no more burning of tapes by the
authorities concerned. Those found
guilty should be brought to book.
But spare a thought for the
women said to be involved in the
tapes. Apparently, they were lured
and videotaped without their
knowledge. If so, they should be
considered victims in a cruel plot.
No one knows the mental agony
and anguish they would have gone
through by now. It is said one of
them has already committed
suicide.
The DAP on the other hand
have done their part in handing the
tapes over to the authorities. They
should now cease capitalizing on
this issue to extract more publicity.
There are other more pressing
economic and social issues to be
tackled. It seems almost as if they
have fallen into a clever trap
designed to divert attention from
the Maika-Telekom shares scandal.
In fact, there have been allegations stating that it is no coincidence that the videotapes started
appearing again so soon
after
Vijandran
had
claimed that there were
some irregularities in the
offer ofTelekom shares to
Maika.
Now, wouldn't it be interesting to fmd out who
was responsible for distributing these tapes to the
public?
Having said that, let us
not waste any more time
with idle discussions and
gossip about a very, very
sad and tragic episode in
our nation· s history.+

islands were Chinese territory since
ancient times, then it must prove this at
the negotiating table with its Asian

LE.l JERS

partners.

More On The LP And The
Bar

W

hatevez the rights and wrongs
of the controversy between
the Federal Government, the Lord
President and the Bar Cooocil. it is clear
that the Tribunal appointed to consider
the case of~ fOI'IDez Lord President
was not constituted in eccordance with
established practice in that it did not
consist wholly of his peers. This is not a
matter of dispute, it is a matter of fact
There are no provisions in the
Constitution or elsewhere relating
specifically to the disciplining of a
Lord President, so normal principles
should prevail. It would appear that
the formez Lord President has an arguable case: as the composition of the
Tribunal was faulty, any decisions
taken were faulty.
Regarding the arguments between
the present Lord President and the
Bar Council, in a democracy one
must abide by the majority view.
There are Malaysian voters who do
not vote for the Barisan Nasional
goverrunent but when it receives
majority support in free and fair elections its laws must be respected by
all. This does not mean a change of
heart or that all membezs of the
Barisan Nasional are socially acceptable to the opposition parties or vice
versa. Similarly, the Bar Cowtcil must
recognize and respect the position
and authority of the Lord President in
his official capacity as he was appointed under the Constitution by the
Yang Di-Pertuan Agong on the advice
of the Prime Ministez. However, it

retains the right to choose its social
companions. This was made clear in
the statements made and letters written by its new President and Vice
President
Regarding the 14 March Bar
Council AGM resolution, there is a
catch in the last phrase stating " ...
there will be forthwith set aside any
policy which the Malaysian Bar may
have adopted, whether formally or by
necessary implication, of withholding
from any member of the Judiciary
who has been duly appointed such
courtesy and respect as i.~ normally accorded to such members of the
Judiciary by virtue of his office". If it
had been passed, it would have tacitly
implied that such a policy against the
Judiciary as a body existed and
needed to be changed, which was
completely untrue.

A.Ciilrk
JOHORBARU

Chinese Provocation Over
The Spratlys

T

~ovemment's

he Chinese
agreement with the US firm

Crestone Energy Group to drill in
Spratly Islands is an act of provocation
that could lead to long term instability
in South-East Asia. Before any
exploration can be done, China should
conduct cona-ete negotiations because
Vietnam, Taiwan, Malaysia and Brunei
are also claiming these islands. And if
China claims that there is an abundance
of historical records that show these
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China's detezmination in using
force to protect her interest in the islands is undemocratic and equivalent
to its hardline approach in solving
domestic policies. lt.is time for China
to resort to a diplomatic solution on
territorial claims. Otherwise SouthEast Asia will turn into another West
Asia where wars have been fought for
the sake of territorial claims. Any instability in East Asia would give the
US an excuse to continue its military
presence in the region. This would be
an wthealthy development
War has been ruled out by many
political anaylsts because economic
growth has become a top priority in
East Asian countries. Any act of
provocation should be condemned.
China should take the necessary
measures to stop the drilling and start
negotiations.

Ronald AIL Benjamin Joseph
IPOH

Stop These Re-arrests

I

t is good that our Press highlights
various court proceedings. But it is
sad to note that several people acquitted
by judges and juries have found
theznselves re-arrested just outside
court. Is there a Oaw in our legal
system? With what authority does the
police act in making a re-arrest? Is there
a body that monitors these re-arrest
cases? The Press though reports on
these cases but fails completely to give
any reason or grounds for the rearrests. Recently, two people acquitted
on charges of drug trafficking were
re-arrested outside the court house.
(NST, 29 May 1992)
If the public prosecutor fails in
his bid and if the judge and jury fmds
a Jack of evidence and acquits the
defendant, the decision of the court
should not be questioned but, rathez,
uphe1d.
Take a look at certain foreign trials lilce the one where Smith Kennedy
was tried for rape. The judge and jury
discharged the case and it was accepted by all. In the case of boxer
Mike Tyson, he was convicted and
jailed. This was accepted. Locally, let

us tum the clock hick to the time of
the infamous Operation Lallang,
where opposition MP Karpal Singh
won a case on a writ of Mbeas corpus against his ISA ~rrest He was
releued and that re-arrested.
On a light~ note, a newspaper
report stated that a man ran for his life
aft~ the magistrate acquitted him possibly out of fear of being re-arrested.
What about o~ cues of re-~rrest
that do not ftnd space in the Press?
Our MPs should take up this matt~.
Pethipla public watch-dog committee or a panel to monitor re-~rrests
could be formed. We could even
amend the law to make it mandatory
for the police to seek consent from
the ume judce malcinc the acquittal
before re-arrestin& an acquitted person. Will someone in authority care to
comment?

S Kumar
JOHOR

Plantation Workers
Betrayed By Union Leaders

T

he plantation sector hu
contributed si&nificanlly to our
country's status as one of the richest
nations in South-EMt AsiL Its labour

n. tr~n~formed our country from
primary jungle to a modem network of
citiea, high-rise buildings. highways as
well as golf courses, luxmy bungalows
nlswimming pools for the elite.
Meanwhile, poverty remains the
bane of the plantation workers' existence. They live in a state of dep-ivation with low income, poor housing,
limited electricity and wat~ aupply,
and poor educational and medical
facilities. They p-oduce the wealth,
yet are denied a share in it Despite
this anomaly, they have thus far
remained silent
How lone is this situation going
to continue? For how long more are
tbeK workers going to enrich others,
including NUPW leaden, while
remaining poor themselves?
The NUPW which began with
workers' money, purportedly to uplift
poor plantation workers, has been
charactai7Jed not by a lack of able,
motivated individuals, but by the systanatic weeding out of radical
leaden. What ia left today of the

NUPW is a ''rice and fiSh" union; a
typical example of most unions in our
country.
The NUPW is the largest union
with a membership of 100,000 estate
workers with ov~ $6 million a year
from subscriptions alone. But despite
this large membership, the NUPW
has very little bargaining pow~. simply because it has nev~ tried to establish a strong bargain.ing base in its 3S
years of existence.
The bureaucrats who manage
NUPW offices throughout the
country are not estate workers themselves. Divorced from the realities of
estAte worlt and life, these official&

work in comfortable air-conditioned
rooms. receive secure salaries (and fat
pensions, when they retire) and fly
overseas for international conferences. A great deal of red tape is involved when a worker wants to see a
union official or get something done
at the offJCe. Union officials often forget they are employed and paid by the
estate workers who live in dep-ivation.
The one and only SecretaryGeneral of the NUPW, P P
Narayanan, is himself personally opposed to the workers • most effective
weapon in protecting their interests the strike. Indeed. when strikes organized by local estate union committees do occur, union officials often
rush to persuade workers to return to
work. A similar situation prevails in
many other unions too. Normally, the
trade union leaders• main responsibility, to judge from the sort of comment one reads in the Press and hears
from middle- class lips. is to 'keep his
chaps in line•or 'knock some sense
into them'. In practical terms, the
main function of a union leader according to this view is to deter his
members from putting in ambitious
wage claims. to stop ~ from goin&
on strike and behaving in other antisocial ways. and to encourage them to
work harder and increase their productivity. Having done aU that, he can
gracefully retire with a peerage. He
may even be introduced to the Prime
Minister, be taken to dine in a fivestar hotel and probably be appointed
as a company director.
What has the NUPW done for the
past 3S yean for its members? At
present. many NUPW members are
aw.-e that NUPW leaders or the supposed giWdians of plantation workers
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hank~ after position and p-estige.
Therefore, do you still need the
NUPW for the next 35 years?

S Sundralingam
TAlPING

The Rodney King Verdict:
An Absolute Disgrace

T

he .::quittal of four while police
officers in the Rodney King case
in Los Angeles is not only scandalous
and disgraceful. but a mockery of
justice in every sense of the word.
Po~n

who ~at up citizens

the way these four men dad are nothing more than licensed thugs. They

The LA riota: The Rodney King
verdict Ia a mockery of juatice.

are potential killers on the p-owllooking for victims.
After viewing the vadeotape
which was tendered as evidence at the
trial and hearing the verdiCt of the
jury, one has "reasonable doubt" as to
the fitness and the sanity of the jurors.
The verdict smacks of racism and
reflects the depth of this malaise in
American society.
If the US cannot even render justice to one of her own citizens. who
happens to be black, what kind of justit:e will the two Libyans, whose extudiction has been demanded by the
US for trial for the Pan Am Flight 103
bombing ov~ Lockerbie, get in a US
court?

'The four police officen aot more
1h111 justice while Rodney Kin& aot
hi• dianity tnunpled on ll1d aaw ju•tic:e fly out the window. But the outraged citizens of Loa Anaelea more
1h111 made up for thi• aupreme inault
to hum111 decency in wide--apread riotin& which spread 8Cl'OU the country.
This is not to aay that what they have
done is right, but it is the only redeemin& feature in an episode which must
surely &o down in US lecal history u
111 ablolute disarace to the counlry.
As for the reat of the world, we
must queation seriously the us· moral
right to call itaelfthe world'• number
one nation and to ~ppoint itaelf the
world's policem111.
'The Loa Angeles police fon:e
lhould read (and thole who have read
lhould re-read) and di&eat Abraham
Lincoln'• Gettysbur& ~ell, a-tin& with the Police Chief.

HCue
JOHORBARU

Tell It To Salleh Abas And
The ISA Detainees

T

he Prime MiniAea" abould be
corrvnended for not preventin&
the ACA from investi&atioa Samy
Vellu over the Maib-Tdekom shires
fiasco.
However, Mlbathir wu reported
to have said that while the investiaationa went on, Samy VeUu could carry
on with his dutiea u usual.
And the reason for this?"We
believe in a penon beina innocent
until proven &uilty," declared
Mahathir.
How noble! But wait a minute,
are we hearin& ri&ht? Wun 't this the
same Mahathir who locbcl up over a
hundred Malaylians without trial in
October 1987 under the infarnoua
ISA?
Wasn't this the same Mlhathir
who unceremoniously auapended
former Lord President Sal&eh Abu in
1988 evea a.ron the tribunal had
met to inquire into his conduct?
Talk about double ltandards!
No, Mr Prime Minialc:r, our
memories are not ulhort u you
think. If you really beliewe that a perIOD is innocent until proven JUiJty,
then I Say Abolish the ISA, which al-

The PM 11nc1 ... u•u ..__a-co:
Double•~··

lows for detention without trial. and
also apologize to SaUeh Abas for the
gross injustice meted out to him.

Hidup Demokrasi
KAMUNTING

Indeed the iuue cooled down and
wu allowed to die, without a
whimper from the MIC.
But when Vijandr111 revealed that
the Maika Board wu not aware of the
10 million sharea allotted to it and
that it wasn't diJcussed by the Board.,
aU heU wu Jet loose on Vijandran.
It is al&eged that aU those who are
affected or implicated by the revelation of Vijandran, decided to punish
him and divert the pressure away
from the Maika issue. They succeeded brilliantly, it is alleged, by
releasing the tapes.
Now nobody talks of the Maika
scandal. It is no longer important because it is not juicy enough for a nation that lovea scandals.
PaWUUU"'INM
PENANG

Drama On Mini-Bus No. 49

T

Porno Tape: A Diversion?

M

any people are wondering
why is there a sudden surge in
interest in the Vijandran tapes.
It is al&eged that these tapes are
easily and widely available. People
are wondering who is distributing
these tapes and why now.
Isn't it stJange that more than two
years ago when the Vijandran tapes
came to light. many people including
MIC officials came to his rescue and
defended his innocence.
In spite of the fact that 11 video
tapes and 2,000 incriminating
photographs were in the hands of the
police, it was deemed that evidence
wun't suffiCient to prosecute him in a
court of law.
To complete the picture they
made a bonfU"e of this so-called "insufficient evidence" that was abundantly available.
This strategic burning of the
evidence enabled them to tell the
truth honestly: there was no evidence.
This was the only truthful statement
in the whole episode.
One would have thought, it was
during this that there would have
been a demand for these tapes. But
they were not available.
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oday is 19 June 1992. I took the
mini-bus No. 49 back from
Chow IGt k> Wangsa Maju and
something happened that horrified my
sense of justice and fairness.
As the mini-bus approached the
Setapak area (in front of the KFC reataurant), 111 old Chinese ;oman
waved for it to stop. The driver drove
on and I thought he did not see the
woman. 'The old woman gave chase
for a short distance, shouting at the
same time. But the driver drove on.
The female bu• conductor, also a
Malay, asked him why he did not stop
and he replied loud enough for
everyone to hear.
It wu simple yet devastatir~~ to
anyone who cares about fairplay, ethnic aod religious tolerance. He said,
"Dia bawa babi. 1idak lwlal.· He
continued aayir~~ that he would not
allow lilY 'babi' (pork) in his bus.
'The bus conductor made some
sound of protesl I thought that was
the end of the matter. But the driver
unsated with his barrage and utter insensitivjty, went on another round of
his o~tburst in the same loud voice.
Something must be very wrong
somewhere if the driver, a Malay,
should feel such intolerance on a sensitive matta" and show such a belligerent disre&ard for his fellow
counlrymen.

I have always been fairly open to
the Islamization policy of the government The Barisan goverrunent is
moderate in its stance unlike PAS
which even considers implementing
tbe HIUIIUilaws on non-Muslims in
total disregard for their constitutional
rights.
But why the moderate stance that
the BN government adopts is translated into the mini-bus driver's sheer
intolerant attitude is something that I
totally fail to comprehend. Something
is wrong somewhere. If non-Muslims
can accept the moderate and practical
Islamization policy pursued by the
government (judging by the fact that
there iJ no widespread dissension),
why can't Muslims tolerate the practices and culture of tbe non-Muslims?
It is wrong to generalize that
every Malay feels the way as the bus
driver but I fear that if steps are not
taken to correct this sort of wayward
attitude, the gap may become unbridgeable.
I alighted the minibus atll.OO am
in Wangsa Maju and I felt sad. The silver lining in the dark cloud is t.he
friendly bus conductor. The management of the mini-bus company should
probe this matter and also commend
the bus conductor for her friendliness.

S.O.S.
KUAUWMPUR

'AIDS' At TAR College

T

he recent spate of fund-raising
campaiJN for the TWlku Abdul
Rahman CoUege (fAR) should have
warmed the hearts of many generous
Malaysians. In their COOCCited,
whole-hearted effort to raise $25
million, all MCA leadtn, from the
president down to the ordinary
members have prompted an
unprecedented revival of Malaysian
unity while improving educational
facilities and opportunities.
It is remllt.able how Malaysians
from aU walks of life have come
together so quickly to achieve a common aim. It augurs well in our national effort to make Malaysia a
developed COWltry, peaceful and harmonious, by the year 2020. While
funds are pouring in, being a direct
benefactor, I feel duty-bound to highlight certain shortcomings which have

affiicted the CoUege all these many
years. I hope that those in authority
will act immediately to rectify them.
In the same manner as clinical
AIDS consumes human beings,
TARC's AIDS (Administrative Ingenuity Defictency Syndrome) has
taken its toll too. This rare "disease"
is presumed to afflict the public sector
because of its vast structure but in exceptional cases like TARC, the "disease" seems to be thriving, too.
The College's administrative system (if there is really a system) has
been deteriorating because, since its
inception in 1969, there has been no
official organization structure for it to
fwtction effectively. To make matters
worse, there is a dire laclc of professional managers. The present handful
of managers are merely academicians
like professors or lecturers (square
pegs in round holes?). They Jack the
necessary administrative skill and acument This in tum has led many staff
becoming disgruntled. In the course
of their work:, knowingly or otherwise, they spread unhealthy
"doctrines" to thousands of students.
The effect is subtle but devastating in
the long run.
In aU organizations, lethargic and
ineffective employees at the lower
levels will be disciplined accordingly
but who will discipline the executives
when they themselves become inefficient and complacent? Worse still,
they may have more grievances and
anxieties than their subordinates.
Such a pitiful scenario can be found
at TARC. To the public, the College
appears like a gem because our MCA
Ministers shower so much credit on
it I do hope these Ministers know
what they are talking about
With the present 7,000 students,
the system we have is already in such
a sorry state; what will it become like
if we take in 10,000 students? As it is,
there is virtually no proper coordination amongst the four Scbools (faculties). Each fights to enhance its image
to gamer favours and merits. Consequently, requests, requisitions and allocations of funds smack of
favouritism. So are promotions (survival of the next-of-kin), training opportunities, fringe benefits (such as
overseas seminars), etc.
Some managers possess such
mediocre administrative abilities that
even their offace boys are reluctant to
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respect them. Mini-bosses are abundant but soldiers are few. The endless
rounds of meetings (many with free
swnptious lwtches thrown in) have
now become a problem in itself (like
"why am I not invited to attend?'').
Does this reflect an ineffective administrative system? If the College is
to survive or at least to live up to the
expectations of the generous public,
the College Council needs to boldy investigate these shortcomings (AIDS)
independently and to make appropriate and effective changes. A
conducive working environment, staff
welfare, reward for dedication and
loyalty, and most important of aU, the
appointment of qualified, experienced
professionals at the helm should be
the immediate main priorities. TARC
is now facing a phenomenal exodus
of the cream of its support staffthose with years of proven ability and
dedication, who literally grew up with
the College. The wtusually high staff
turnover is consonant with 'AIDS'
and has caused staff moral to plunge.
The standard of back-up administrative and academic performance has
dropped. Who will suffer? The students. The College's reputation. The
MCA's aspirations. Public faith and
expectations.
Let's face reality. Ultra-busy
politicians will not make good administrators of institutions. The day
may be saved if those whem they
have chosen to act on their behalf
think and act along the same
wavelength. TARC needs to be saved
from its woes. It has to be reorganized
drastically in order for it to cope with
the rapid changes in our developing
country. Meanwhile, all you generous
people out there, do continue to
donate to the one and only premier
private coUege in Malaysia.

Tarcilm, TAR Colhgt
KUAULUMPUR

Thomas Cup Celebrations:
Only Superficial Unity

I

have been pondering over what
Pavanaravana had written in his
Ieder entitled ''Thomas Cup - Going
Overboard?" ill AM 1992:12(5). I
could only come up with a few
thoughts as to why the 'Thomas Cup'

and other competitions have been SC)
glorified.
Rome, during the time of the
Caesars. found the Games a good
way to distract its frustrated population from the more serious issues of
the day. Many governments since
then, just like ours at present, have
found this means an effective safety
valve to diffuse the anger and frustration of the people, by appealing to
some of our most hue appetites (emotions). Almost anyone could forsee
our govenunent actively encouraging
more games and sports, especially
those with mass spectator appeal.
Since we are finding it difficult
(almost impossible) to build up strong
national integration at deep levels
(what with the policy of subtle ethnic
and religious discrimination) one of
the easiest ways out is to appeal to the
emotions. Most of us would have felt
proud when one of our players or our
team was successful over that of
another country. This seems to be a
trend that will carry on for some time.
This is superficial unity.
While we do what we can at our
own level to build up national integration, "LET TilE GAMES BEGIN".

Jo-M
ALORSTAR

bred resentment and the feeling of
alienation among us, who are its vic-tims no longer exist
I think !here is no need to quote
examples here. For those willing to
acknowledge their existence., there is
no shortage of facts. Don't get me
wrong. I am of the post-M~rd~1tA
generation. My allegiance and loyalty
is to Malaysia. But the present state
of our society hu resulted in the feeling that at best, not all the citizens of
this country are equal.
I too was proud about the way the
MCA was helping to raise funds for
TAR CoUege until a friend raised the
point about the necessity for it in the
fU"St place. Hasn't TAR CoUege been
contributing a great deal towards the
nation's need for skilled manpower?
Why can other institutions receive
outright allocations while our MCA
ministers have to run the length and
breadth of the country in order to increase the one for one aUocation
promised by the Government (or by
Dr Mahathir?).
I hope I'm in the minority with
regards these issues but in conversation with friends etc, I know this unhappiness is there., only not
articulated because most of us feel
what's the point, what's the usethese matters are not within our
means to change anyway.

LoyalMillaysitm

PENANG

Discrimination Has Caused
Resentment

A

recent article in the FQT EA.stern
&onomic Revi~ (18 Jooe
issue) about the situation in Sabah and a
report about theHudud laws
rontroversy carried by Aliaw«k have
helped to highlight the importance of
allernative sources of objective
information other than our lWo muzzled
English dailies.
With the Rocket's circulation
being curtailed, the important role
played by Aliran Monthly is all the
more obvious.
When I saw my children rooting
for Malaysia during the Thomas Cup
fanals, I said a silent prayer that they
would grow up to fand a Malaysian
society as envisaged by our beloved
Tunlru; a society where all citizens
are Malaysians of equal standing;
where the type of discrimination
(positive or otherwise) which has

Increasing Censorship In
Malaysia

0

ppocblri puties are not
allowed to seU their
publications like The Rockd, Harakah
and Berita Rlkyat to the public; lhey
may only disseminate them 1m0111 their
members. This is a form of oenaorship
because the authorities know that these
alternative publications are popular.

Opposition leader Lim Kit Siang
has been barred from Parliament until
the end of the year because the
governrnent rould not tolerate his persistence in asking awkward questions.
To add to the farce, a Deputy Speaker
of the Dewan Raltyat who was himself the subject of parliamentary
criticism for his incompetence, conveniently and unashamedly connived
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in effecting the harsh and unjustifiably long suspension.
This suspension is another kind of
censorship. When Opposition MPs
can be suspended so easily and for 10
long at the slightest irritation, then
what are elections and Parliament itself for?
An unelected MPPJ (the Petaling
Jaya Municipal Council) recently
banned the Press, elected MPs and
State Assemblymen from att.en<J.in& ita
council meetings. What is the MPPJ
trying to hide from the people?
Is this censorship to cover up the
blunders of the MPPJ? Like the multimillion-ringgit Menara MPPJ tower
block, part of which is still a white
elephant after so many years? Like
the waste of public funds in buying a
Mercedes Benz luxwy car for ita
president?
Malaysians would do well to
ponder over these and other forms of
censorship ala time when many other
parts of the world are on the path to
democracy.

Fan Yew Te111
KUALA. LUMPUR

Deafening Silence

T

he foUowing letter which I sent
to the St. WIS not carried. I
hope that you will publish it:
When a close ASEAN neighbour
unleashes the brutal might of its
security forces upon its own unarmed
citizens, do we Malaysians simply
look the other way or do we take a
stand? The violence of a government
against ita people cannot and should
not be dismissed as the country's "internal affairs".
The muted international responses now, ranging from deafening
silence to canoeUation of military exereise.s and polite murmurings of concern, are more an indictment of the
callousness of governments rather
-than a satisfactu.) reaction to the barbaric massacre of innocent citizens.
, It is disturbing that the Malaysian
government hu also chosen to adopt
the stance of waiting to tee which
way the wind blows, bar1ering the
sanctity of human life for economic
and political expediency. Being
ASEAN neighbours aharing a common border, this response is woefully

and resolve it u it affects all students
in the stale of Selugor.

Angry SIUMnt
BA.NTING, SELA.NGOR

Don't Denounce Other
Retlglons

meln...,.,.

A violent d8mpdown on Thill
dlmoc:ncy: ~
......ngehnce.

imldequate and a tragic injustice to
the people of Thailand, especially
thole wbo laid down their lives for
the cause of democracy.

Gtuwslt RQSQgam
PENANG

Taboo To Wear Black Arm
Bands

T

he recent demise of the Sultanah
of Selangor has put the state into
40 days of mourning. However, flying
1be fla& It half-mast does not seem to
utisfy some people.
A few days ago, my Heldmistreu
instructed all the students in my
~ebool to each we• a blade band in
our upper ll'm as a mll'lt of mowning.
What really shoclti me is that there is
a circulll' informing all schools in
Selqor to do so. It is compulsory.
However, this is only limited to
ICbools lnd other secton are exeluded.
Another thing I would lilte to
point out is that as I am a Chinese
Malaysi~n, wearing a blade hard is a
Uboo in our culture lnd tradition. To
wear a black band is an ominous sign,
to signify that some relative/close
fii'Dily member has paned away.
Therefore, I find that wearing a blade
band is not only against my culture
and tradition but thoroughly hypocriticaL It is unjust to compel all students
to wear blade bands. It is a sign that
after 35 yell'S of independence, we
are just u ignorant of other ethnic
groups and their beliefs u before.
There seems to be no compromise.
I sincerely bope the authorities
concerned will look into this matter

A

fter reading the letta" by 1..azMua
of Bultit Mertajam regarding
Sheikh Ahm.J Deedal's I...ecnn in AM
1992: 12(3). I feel pity for those
countless number of people wbo cannot
see beyond religious labels.
Incidentally, the practice of denouncin&
other religjons hid hem rampant
everywhere since tine mmanonal.
Can't those responsible see thltreligion
is just a tool to reach God or Truth? In
other words, ultimaldy, the rivers of
religion will Oow iDto the ocean of
Truth!
Anyway, to denounce other
religions is to denounce ours because,
after all, we are all part of the whole.
Putting it at a more mundane level,
it's just lilte cutting off one of our
arms; naturally it hurts the whole
body. Besides, it is unliltely that a
good religion will denounce othen.lt
is interesting to note that the founder
of a religion, the Buddha, wu so
open-minded that He even enco..-aged His disciples not to just
believe everything He said but to only
accept His words when they themselves know that these words were good.
He also told them to accept the truth
in other religions.
Actually, the Aaop'a fable of
'The Five Blind Men And The
Elephant' hu taught ua an invaluable
lesson regarding Truth. We have eyes
but cannot see just lilte them. In the
story, several blind mal touched different parts of the animal's body and
each wu 10 sure that he wu right and
the othcra wrong.
AI to why there are 10 many
religions in this world. we must understand that there are so many different
types of people of varying mentalities
and interests. Their teachings seem
'different' because we do not ca-e to
look for the similarities lest our
puffed-up egos be deflated!
For the good of everyone, I urge
those concerned to stop their bannful
lectures 10 as to create the necessary

good conditions for us to ldvance
spiritually without stepping on othcra
M.d. Otherwise, they will ultimately
be dra&ged down into an unfavo~
ly hot place! Finally, allow me to
quote Jesus Christ, 'Judge not that
you not be judged.'

Trllllt SHUT
SEBERA.NG JAYA.

Judiciary Must Be Truly
Independent
' 'you may disapprove of what I
aay, but my ltind sir, plea~e try to
defcrld my right to say iL" Voltaire
The government has made a
veiled threat to erect a rival body to
the Bar Council of Malaysia, apparently u a result of the animosity
between the Bar Council and the Executive. We appeal for our views,
which are those of the (overwhelming) majority in the legal profession
to be carefully and fairly considered
by the authorities before it taltes any
drastic measures.
The displeasure displayed by the
Bar Council is the result of the
Executive's atrocious acts in tonnenting and systematically tousling the
Judiciary in order to enslave il This
wu highlighted by the high-handed
approach adopted by the Executive in
dismissin& fonner Lord President. Salleh Abu on flimsy pounds, the
suspension of five renowned senior
judges and the subsequent removal of
two of thole judges.
In addition, there was the unnecesSII'Y involvement of the present Lord
President. Hamid Om1r, who hid a
vested interest in the outcome of the
proceedings which, u expected,
opted for the dissimal of Salldl in
order to pave the way for the appointment of a much more docile personality. AI though to belittle the
prooed..-e and the individual being
put on trial, the members of the
tribunal consisted of obscure individuals from the Commonwealth
legal fraternity who were certainly
not of equal standing with Salleh himself. They were selected by certain individuals from the government to
guarantee a judgement which would
effectively prolong their political survival.

The blaunt removal of the judg"
who acted in accordance with the law
in trying to avert any more interfa-ence in the Judiciary by the Executive heightened the existing
repugnancy felt by the legal profession. There were calls for a demarcation of the Exea~tive 's powen, which
of course., feU on deaf ears. Further attempts by the Bar Council to rectify
the glaring erron committed by the
Executive through proper channels
were clearly exercises in futility. The
Executive not only shamelessly
refused to admit its mistakes, but
remained adamant about its decision
to retain Hamid as the Lord President.
This further aggravated the situation and succeeded in eroding public
confidence. Instead of dealing with
matten in a rational manner, the individuals in power, led by the 10·
called champion of the Third World,
have retorted by issuing negative
statements and threats. The Bar Council should be lauded for taking a farm
stand in respect of the constant forays
by the Executive into an area which is
certainly not within its scope and,
more importantly, for preventing the
•decimation' of the Judiciary.
At its recent AGM. the Bar Council reaffarmed its stand by upholding
its 1988 resolution of no confidence
in Hamid as Lord PresidenL The crux
of the matter is the scandalous manner in which Hamid wu appointed,
not the appointment of the Lord President itself. The independence of the
Judiciary wu a luxury enjoyed in the
put; a lux~ taken away by the Executive for its own selfish interests.
The government does not want an independent judiciary which will hinder
the Executive. Hence, the horrid
threats and statements which reveal
the lack of integrity and maturity
prevailing in the Mahathir administration.
With the encouragement of the
Exea~tive. the disgruniJcd and
desperate Hamid went so f• as to
demand for the recognition and
respect which he certainly does not
deserve. Respect or recognition,
Hamid must remember, is not available upon request or demand. If that
is what be aaves for, then earn it he
musL As for Manjeet Singh. he
should be delirious u perbap& now,
he is in a better position to fulfil that
ridiculous resolution of his; more 10

after being praised for his 'stand• in
backing a reconciliation resolution
seeking to overturn the 1988 resolution.
The qal profe$5ioD is bedJy in
need of men of authentic principles
who can be relied upon to seek and
deliver justice with the aid of memben of the Judiciary. This will only
materialize if the Judiciary is truly independent and allowed to function
freely. This is the aim of the 809 memben of the Bar Council who voted
against the resolution initiated by
Manjeet and this should remain their
aim until justice is duly served.
Any citizen worth his salt will
remember the manner in which the
government initiated the removal of
Salleh and its utter disregard for
democratic values and human rights.
The ISA, the Printing Presses and
Publications Act and the OSAare a
few of the legislative devices utilized
by the government to curb the free
flow of information and basic liberties bestowed upon every subjecL The
present government appears not to
have heard of the famous words of
the great historian, Lord Acton.
"Power tends to corrupt and absolute
power corrupts absolutely."
The only remedy available for
any abuse or misuse of power in a civ.
ilized society is by recourse to the
Jaw. Therefore, judges must be independent and free from the influence
of thole wbo wield power. The law
must provide the remedy in the event
of an abuse of power. Otherwise. the
oppressed will be forced to formulate
their own remedies which might
result in anarchy.
The time hu arrived for the Exea~tive to redeem itself and rectify its
blunders. It is earnestly hoped that
these views wiU prompt a series of
changes in the government's attitude
u re&ards to the cultivation and
preservation of demoaatic values,
principles and practices.
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Thomas Cup Euphoria
Fades In Barcelona: VIews
Of A Fifteen Year Old
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hen our couniJy won lhe <;.>
Thomas Cup on 16 May, we
all celeb'aled and we still haven't
stopped celebrating. Some might use
the excuse that we won it after 2S long
yean. Does that mean that we've eo
publicize the trophy until we've run out
of ideas? From television to magazines
to parades and even to the point of a
monument! Now that all the ministcn,
Datub and Tan Sris have photograpw
of the Cup on their heads, it is my
sincen: wish that they spend thew
resources on more important things.
Walehing our piayen rushing
from one place to another and being
mobbed made me think about the B•·
celona Olympics. Would they be in
top form? Would they even pose a
challenge to the other countries?
Sadly, my doubts were not unfounded.
When I watched the downfall of
Foo Kok Keong in the recent Barcelona Olympics, I could't help but
hear the commentator mentioning the
Thomas Cup seven times! The
Thomas Cup cannot even be left in
peace in Malaysia! What has it got to
do with the Olympics? Nothing!
Rashid Sidek, the country's one and
only hope for a gold medal was
defeated by a Danish player. Guess
what the commentator said?
"Walaupun kit a lcalah yang pmtingnya adal4h Piala Tlwtrw yang
beradiJ dalmn milik kita. PingallidaJ:
sepmling ... • (Although we lost,
what is important is that the Thomu
Cup is in our possession. Medals
area 'I as important as ... ) Why can't
he just say something else more enlightening, lilce the sloppy moves of
our players? If the medals aren't 10
important, then why even go?
With this eye-opener above, I
hope that our top officials are not
planning for a tour around the world
with the Cup.

JJN
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Religion

The Positive Side Of Hudud Law
Allran Monthly reader,
SALLEH ABOOD of
Penang, was dissatisfied
with Allran's stand on the
Hudud. He sent In this
article together with the
following comments:
"I was In Mecca from May
to July, so I read too late
your articles on the
Hudud law to make
Immediate comment. I
found It to be negatively
biased and not
authoritative enough.
I hope you will publish
this article of mine as I
feel very strongly about It
and I believe It Is
Informative to the
doubtful public."

umerous articles have been
written on the implementation of the Hudud law in
Kelantan. The MCA and DAP are
crying foul, the MIC is too busy with
lhe ACA to comment and UMNO
Baru is either trying to gain political
mileage (among the Muslims in
Kelantan) by being tight-lipped or
they have been advised by their
uJama (theologians) to shut up. Even
(most surprisingly) Aliran has called
on the Kelantan Government to
reconsider its implementation (AM
1992: 12(4) - Ariffin Omar).
Before I begin my version of the
Hudud law, I swear "Wal/AI/ahi"
(in the name of Allah Almighty)
that I am not a member of PAS and
have nothing to do with PAS. As
you read on, you will realize that I
do not belong to UMNO Baru or the

N

DAP. I am apolitical for reasons of
my own.
Before we look at the Hudud
law, let us look at our Malaysian
law as laid down in the Constitution.
Everyday there is an article in
the paper about somebody being
mugged,
burgled,
maimed,
strangled, stabbed, butchered, shot
etc and this is only in connection
with the motive of stealing, robbing
or house-breaking. What is our
reaction? For a minute, perhaps it
flashes in our mind "How cruel can
people be?" Then we turn the pages
for more interesting news. This is
because the victims are not related
to us. Now let us turn the tables, let
us say we or our loved ones are the
victims; how would we react?
To elaborate, let us imagine: It
is 4.00 am and we are awakened by
a burglar holding our six year-old
daughter at the waist with one hand
and a knife at her throat. She is
crying silently (out offear) with her
feet dangling. We will definitely
obey his every instruction and give
him everything of value that we
possess, but how much cash (this is
the age of credit cards) or jewellery
(these are in safe deposit boxes) do
we keep in our house? The robber
might not be satisfied with the
amount we offer him and out of
frustration and anger, and the feeling of being cheated, he starts leaving slash maries on our daughter
(these people have no pity). The
little girl faints. We plead, we beg,
"We have no more". Finally he
believes you, he asks for your car
keys and to make sure you do not
call the police within a stipulated
time, he takes your daughter as a
hostage. You are now in a state of
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absolute mental agony, you are like
a zombie.
Meanwhile
after
driving
around, the robber leaves your
daughter somewhere in an isolated
estate and switches cars. The little
girl is incoherent and for hours she
wanders around aimlessly. Imagine
her state of mind, a child of six (just
in kindergarten) and you do not
have to be a psychiatrist to tell that
she will never be able to lead a
nonnallife again.
After the ordeal is over, what
will you do? You fix grilles all over
your house (the frre department discourages this - it turns your house
into a frre trap), you put extra
latches on your door, you are in a
constant state of fear, you become
suspicious of strangers, you rear the
most vicious guard dogs money can
buy, in short, you have lost the
sense of tranquility and serenity
that you have been trying to achieve
all your life.
How many years does a convicted robber (not using a gun) get?
Maybe three to ten years. In prison,
he makes friends, passes time by
doing exercises (builds up his
muscles), exchanges trade secrets,
recruits members for future
gangsterism activities, enjoys
prison facilities and is sometimes
entertained by humorous lectures.
When he comes out, he is more
skilful in continuing his criminal
activities and we, law abiding,
peace loving citizens, will again be
his victims.
The criminal starts his record as
a first offender, then becomes a
second offender, and proceeds to
the maximum offence he can commit. The prison becomes his second
home. Our law favours the criminal

more than the victim. Would it not
be better to chop off his hands.
I have a six year-old daughter
and if she had to go through the
ordeal as related in my story, I
would not only like to see his hands
chopped off, but his legs as well. A
soft natured person can twn very
vengeful when he has been unfairly
victimized or betrayed.
In this age of white collar
crimes, a professional can press a
few buttons on a computer and
cheat hundreds of thousands of
poor shareholders of millions of
dollars. In most cases, they get a
six-year jail term. For good behaviour, they come out in four and
a half years, they migrate and live a
jet set lifestyle. Ninety eight percent of us cannot become millionaires in a lifetime. Is this law
fair? Is losing one's hand worth a
million dollars? The Hudud law
will defmitely be a deterrent to future criminal button pushers and
signature forgers.
•
In this article, I am only touching on the subject of thievery. The
Hudud law covers rape, adultery or
fornication, false accusation/witness and trouble-makers.
Now let us look at the Hudud
law. The ones crying foul the
loudest are the MCA and the DAP.
I assure you, my Chinese
Malaysian brothers and sisters, you
have nothing to worry about My
father has a batik factory in Kelantan and I visit the state regularly. I
can therefore claim that I know the
nature of the people of Kelantan
very well.
The Chinese in Kelantan are the
most well-mannered, well-behaved
and
the most fair-minded
businessmen that I have ever come
across. I even dare say they are
better than most of the Malays
there. They do not have secret
societies, there are no Chinese
gangsters, extortion does not exist.
there is no such thing as a
Chinatown (they coexist with the
Malays in the kampongs) and
crimes committed by ethnic

Nik Aziz wil cany out the command of God without fear or favour.

Chinese are almost nil. All they
want to do is to make an honest
living. So what do they have to fear
against ANY LAW especially the
Hudud law since it is meant to
protect the righteous (irrespective
of religion)?
Maybe my word is not good
enough, so let us hear from Allah
(SWT) Himself: The Quran, Surra
At-Taubah:
"If one amongst the pagans asks
thee for asylum, grant it to him. So
that they may hear the word of
Allah and then escort him to where
he can be secured: That is because
they are men without knowledge."
(IX:6)

According to the Tafsir AIAzhar (detailed interpretation of the
Quran) by Professor Dr Hamka,
this verse is directed to the ruler of
an Islamic state/country: If a nonMuslim wants to stay in your state,
provide him with shelter and give
him a pledge of peace. This is to
make him feel that he is not discriminated. If he is homesick and
wants to go back to his place of
origin, escort him till he reaches his
destination. If he has no transport,
provide him with one and if he has
no money, give him enough. For he
has not understood the charitable
nature of Islam.
Let us have a second opinion on
the fairness of the Hudud law. A
A/iran Monthly 199112(7) Page 17

woman belonging to a high and
noble family was arrested in connection with theft. The case was
brought to the Prophet SAW and it
was recommended that she might
be spared the punishment of theft.
The Prophet SAW replied, "The nations that lived before you were
destroyed by God because they
punished the common men for their
offences and let their dignitaries go
unpunished for their crimes. I swear
by Him who holds my life in His
hand that even if Fatimah, the
daughter of Muhammad had committed this crime, I would have her
hand amputated."
The implication is that under
Hudud law, nobody is above the
law (not even royalty). How did our
law punish a minister who shot
dead a man (ftrSt degree murder)?
Remember the member of a
royal family who goes around slapping and shooting at people who
overtake his. car. The sacking of
Salleh Abas because he was too
honest: a fair and fearless judge.
I can quote you hundreds of incidences justifying the implementation of this divine law from the
time of Prophet Muhammad SAW
till today (as practised in Saudi
Arabia), but as this is only an article, not a text, I will be as brief as
possible.

An example of a COWltry
Islamic parti~ons all
that has been practising Hudud
over the world. They can
law for over 1,400 years is
therefore fulftl this requireSaudi Arabia. I have been to
ment of providing every needy
the holy city of Medina and
citizen with a stable source of
Mecca more than once and the
income.
number of people with am• They must be able to~
putated hands that I have seen
vide religious education to one
can be counted with the fmgers
and all.
of one hand. If you do not
Kelantan is renowned for
believe me, ask any of your
its private religious schools
Muslim friends who have pereven before PAS took over.
formed their pilgrimage. They
F<r "entertainment", the kamare not hiding, they all earn
pong folk listen to religious
their living as professional
talks in suraus and mosques.
beggars around the sacred
• The government must
mosque. What does this imply?
ensure that every Muslim
Out ofa population of millions, The K......tan. rakyll hM • atable ~rce of Income
adult carries out the rituals
only
five . "incorrigible" lhue almlnating the reaeon lo atMI.
(praying, fasting and paying
thieves?
zakiJt).
various lectures (on Islam) which I
The Arabs are a race of crude
This is no problem as these
have followed (on cassettes), I sinpeople, but the spirit of amanah
people are God-fearing (Proof:
cerely
and truly believe he will
(trust) has been instilled in them.
They rejected UMNO Baru and all
carry out the command of God
After hundreds of years under this
its materialistic promises and inwithout fear or favour. He practises
divine law. the temptation to steal
stead listen to Nile Abdul Aziz and
the Sunna (life-style of the Prophet)
or cheat has been eliminated from
Haji Hadi Awang who have nothin
his humility and moderation in
their hearts. Allah SWT's law is the
ing to offer, but the word of God.)
Government expenditure. Have
ln conclusion, I fumly believe
law of prevention/deterrence not
you ever heard any of his political
rehabilitation.
that Kelantan has the ability and
foes (and he has numerous) publicJesus gives us the answer in the
capability to become an Islamic
ly criticizing him? He lives for the
Bible:
state and carry out the Hudud law.
rewards of the hereafter (God will"Likewise every good tree
It is human nature to be cautious of
ing, such a man deserves it).
something alien; well, there is a
bears good fruit. but a bad tree bears
• The Government must ensure
bad fruit." (Mathew 7: 17)
Malay saying TaJ.: uruil, maka taJ.:
that every independent citizen has a
"Thus by their fruit, you will
cinta.
stable source of income. Provide
Finally, this divine law is part
recognize them." (Mathew 7:20)
employment, provide loans to start
and parcel of the Islamic faith.
The fruit here specifies the end
businesses or provide welfare for
Every Muslim or administrator will
result while the tree can be interthe
needy. The Government must
have to accept, recognize and enpreted as the implementation/pracgive sara hidup (means of fmancial
force them. If they fail to enforce
tice.
support) to widows, the handthem, and start denying the rights
Can the Kelantan Government
icapped, the sick and the helpless.
that have been guaranteed by God
implement the Hudud law? There
This is to ensure that no one has
or make amendments to them or
are certain basic requirements that
reason to steal. (The judge will find
practically violate them while
must be fulfilled. So let us see
the government guilty if a person
paying lip service to them, the verwhether they are able to do so.
steals to support his family.)
dict of the Holy Quran is clear and
• The ruler (or executive) must
unequivocal;
The people of Kelantan are
be a godly man, an ulama akhirat
Surra AI-Moa-ldah (in Bahasa,
mainly fishennen, their women are
(a hereafter theologian who differs
if you do not mind)
from the many worldly theologians
business-minded and their standard
"Barang siapa yang tiada 1711!nof living is one of the lowest in
who preach from governmentghukum 1711!nurut yang diturunkan
edited texts or please their conMalaysia. The state government
Allah, maka 1711!rtk.a itu oranggregations in order to safeguard
has a Baitul Mahl (treasury) and the
orang kafir." (V:44)
their status).
Tabung Serambi Mekah (another
I am responsible for what I have
In Kelantan, there exists such a
treasury where donations from all
over the world are kept). They have
stated.
man: Haji Nik Abdul Aziz. From
May God forgive me.+
character references and the
influence and can depend on other
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probably not up to his standard.
anyway) and walked out in a huff.
In the mad commotion to keep
the fight a family matter, several
delegates attempted to smash the

PRIME-TIME
ENTERTAINMENT

T

he domino syndrome is
sweeping the MIC leadership
in a way that the Communist insur&enCY failed toaftt.r lhe fall of Vietnam. One after anolhc:r MIC leader
11M been ootered by the ACA to
declare their assets. They include
Mr Big himself as weD as his son
who appc:n to haYe taken after his
!adler in lhe moat unfortunate way.
Any Malaysian student studying in
Austtalia would be able to relate
how VeU Paari s/o Samy VeUu
flashed about in expensive cars and
bragged to whoever' had the time (or
even if they did not have the time)
about his family and his wealth.
The list of assets of the Samy
family is somethings that most
Malaysians. especially the poor
J.dians in the t8Wes who invested
Ita hanJ.amed money in Maika
Holdinp Sdn Bhd, would die to get
Ita h:nk on. Actually, anyone
who ... followed the trnil of Mr.
Bi& al diCic )'CifS would have had
.-e idea of some of the more
bizarre things that would be
incllded in lhe lilt
• closets-full of expensive
lillian suils:

•

cameras of photographers who
knew a good fight when they saw
one. Unfortunately, one of the
chaps whose cameras they tried to
smash was a Special Branch officec.
They vecy nearly beat him up 100
until he screamed: "I am a
policeman". Oh Samy, Samy, what
would we do without you? You fill
our lives with such mirth and
laughter. Pelbaps. he is right He
has many more (ludicrous) years to
go.

• •• •

• a collection of Italian leather
shoes that may rival even that of
Imelda;

• besides ocher moodane ilcms
lilc:e several cars and houses (the
latter being a fact that Samy has not
been ashamed to announce loudly

for the reason that as a prominant
leader, he is expected to have
several houses- image, you know!).
In a more m<nl society, any
person under investigation for
corruption, however remote the
allegation, would have either
resigned his position or at least kept
a low profa.le. Instead, the MIC
president has been airing his
"innocence" to all and sundry and
insisting that he has the support of
his followers and further that he has
many many more years 10 give to (I
am quite sure I lead "give to" and
not ''lake fromj the party.

Anyway. to make amends for
all the trouble he was going through
some MIC members at theSdangor
MIC delegates conference hall
recently decided to provide some
lunchtime enlcrtainment for their
chief. They staged a fight for his
amusement, who unfortunately,
was not amused and decided to
abandon his meal (which was
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POLITICAL WHEELERS

D

emember Semarak - that

~campaign aimed at
whipping up support and publicity
for the Great One at gross public
expense. Government servants and
anybody vaguely rebaed to a public
body were ootered, and even paid
some claimed, to attend rallies
during which lhe Great One shared
his Great Thoughts with the
proletariat wen. memories of the
short-lived Semarak were
rekindled by the recent JXUIXlganda
campaign going by the name of
Selangor Kampunglru.
One got to see the PM strolling
through the kampung grounds, the
PM cycling down the kampung
road, the PM lunching on kampung
food, the PM chalting to kampung
folks, the. PM plucking kampung
rambutans, the PM looking at
kampung fiSh It is pathetic what
some of our leaders, and that
includes the MB of Seblgor, have
10 resort to to appear a~ one with the
rakyat And as usual, there were the
usual hangers-oo (Ministers-lah!)
struggling to balance on their
bicycles - not an easy task after
years of being chauffeur~ven in
HH

limousines. Anyway, what irks us
most is lhe fact that lhey can take to
such publicity stunts while
Parliament is in session and on

sovernment time at that!

•••
URBAN COWBOY

'l"1hev say that things have not
.1. ~ gomg quile right f~ him
since falling off his (high)h<ne.
Either that ~ his million house
(outslripping even lhe PM's in~
and style) has lerribleftng shui. We
are talking about Umno Baru stu'
Anw•lbrahim, the Minister Who
Watts To Be Prime Minister. All
that he has touched has turned out
quite clisaslrom. The ~ was his
trigger-happy approoch on lhe Pecpu Dam issue which is ~g lhe
Fc:delal Government millions ol
ringgit and which will probably be
txxne by us laXpayers.
The fmncr IOCial activist, in
trying 10 gain political mileage out
of the PAS demand for
compensation, appears to have
gone a mile 100 far. His politicking
on behalf or Umno Baru
oontribuled 10 the stmdslill. It is
undcrsfood that he has been told to
keep his mouah (which if he is not
can:fuJ may grow as big as Samy's)
shut eva' since the t.riers went up
in the Pc2pu project site.
His childish and dangerous
games do not at all instil any
confidence in onlookets as to his
capability 10 be the Prime Minister.
In fact, many Malaysians regard the
possibilily wilh dread - I Dagine
the same sort or dread that
Americans harboured when Ronald
Reagan assumed the presidency.
lloweva', I do not expect Anwar 10
be caught sleeping on the job as in
the cue ol Reagan - he would
probably be out hone-riding when
he should be working.
Anyway, the Arroplt One has
taken one slap-in-the-face after

ss

another from lhe Pas government
on a variety ol issues which he has
tried to play f.-e with. Anoda one
ol his fiascos was ol cowse the
l.ambroghini issue. He had to back
ore after being out-witted on
virtually every point. The lllOOII to
be gleaned here is that even
qJpOrtunisas should not try 10 play
with fU"e, especially if lhe flame is
or lhe rare-and-brimstone son. ~
Mne still. a blue-cobftld Oame.
which had he bothered to pay
attention in science class, he would
have learnt is the hottesl ol flames.

•••
USING HIS NAME IN
VAIN

'T'he well-loved Bapa Malaysia

.l. was recently

acknowledged

by the government with the setting
up of the Tunku Abdul Rahman

Pu1ra Menoial in Kuala Lumpur.
The memorial, which drew more
than $13 million in donations from
public and C<Xp(nte bodies. would
be used as a cenlre r~ research on
the Tunku and his contributions to
the nabon. One would think that the
Tunku, who ranks among the most
multi-ethnic ol our political leaders
would have preferred his name 10
be used f~ a less self-promobng
JUPOJC instead o( fdling it with
knick-knacks and momcnaos ol his
life. I am sure he would have
JRferred the money to go towards
more worthwhile schemes such as
research on subjects which he held
dear 10 his heart - edlnic relations
and national unity to name a few.

•••
AN EYE FOR A EYE

'1"\Jk

Mat has is8ued a stem
cmuptly

.1. warning 10 lhose

raising money in the name of
Umno. It seems lhere have been
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v.ious groups going about using
the name ol certain Umno bigwigs
10 raise money in the f~ of donalions~ adver1isemcnts r~ non- exislent fWIClions and dinners. Some
the bigwigs whose names are
popular among such swindlers are
ol course the PM himself, the MB
ol Selanp and Anwar Ibrahim.
It is undetstandable that T<*
Mat should feel upset since no one
likes his~ her name 10 be misused
particularly f~ fradulent purposes.
However, if Tok Mat is sensitive
about the name ol Umno being
misused, then he should also
remember that the rakyal is equally
sensitive about thcir name being
misused in issues where the
political reputation of certain
bigwigs are at stake. And this has
happened more times than the
rakyat cares to remember•
On a more wicked note. one is
sometimes tempted to say "p00an
muka awald" when hearing or such
fradulent ~ After all, political
JD1ies - and that includes the MIC,
MCA, Ger:1kan and DAP- are fond
of raising money from the busines\o;
oommunity f~ functions some ol
which are too absurd 10 mention.
The reasons why some ol these
fWIClions are ever held in the rust
place sometimes makes raising
money f~ them bmler on nothing
slot o( fraud. For instn:e. why
should a political function
celebrating the award of some
bK:y title to a ID1Y leader warrant
raising money through a !IOUvenir
programme?

•••
SIN CITY
"""*in the IOWivn trade haYC
.l. gottm inlo a lerrible huff over
a travel book on Malaysia referring
10 the flesh trade in Jolo Baru. a
boom town that seems to haYC become a Sin City. The book. say
lhose in the truism business, has

gone a bit 100 far in describing some
oC the "fun pla::es" to be found iR
the town. These include "Glass
Houses", "papaya and grape lounges". "Molly Housea" and a variety
oC love hotek and brothels, one of
which is loalfal right behind lhe
calll3l police Slalion.
Numerous more-moralthan-dol aies have condemned
the boot for its contents and
demanled that it be withdrawn by
the publishers. The interesting lhing
lhough is thai none of these Holy
Ones have denied the existence oC
such pla::es in JB which of COUI'!Ie
exist. The book was probably trying
10 caller to • wide a spednlm oC
tourists as possible and it is
undeniable that many f<nipers
come here with noc only lhe 1ea and
sun in mind.
The flesh vice eQsu in every
big city md IOWn, eapcciaUy those
with an active tourist trade. Its just
that DOe ofthele vice dens flourish
openly as in the case oC JB while
Olhen as in the cae oC Pm3ng are
a 1ia1e noe cb:reet. However, if
one is obsel Vllll enoup one would
noc fail to see women and boys
soliciting in the ~~reds after d:R in
all these map- towns. In fact. many
such '1'un places" rnaqunde as
hairdressing salons and karaoke
and music lounges.
Politicans who promoce the
towism business in lheir .... with
neither resr:ml&ions nor condidons
ll'e perhaps the bigest hypocrites
when incidents such as thele crop
..,_ It is noc as if they do noc know
the exi.11ence oC these "fun places".
Some oC lhc:m are even known to
polmnile these places. There is a
cenain Menaeri Besll' who, when
away frool home, insists thai his
host keep his eveninp occupied in
ways thai do noc in\IOlve leaving his
hold room.
If politicians are really
concerned about keeping their
respective IOWns and cities clean in
every sense oC the word. then they

. quite unaware that one of the major
grievances that we harbour againA
the police is the corruption and
abuse of power that exists in the
force. It is difficult to see how
politeness can solve problems lite
these.
have to do something noe dWI just
condemning publicatjoos which are
frank enough to point out what they
themselves p-efer to close an eye to.
One politician even went to the
extent of suggesting that the
Singapn publisher had an uleerior
motive in publishing such rnaJerial
in the book. I think the politician has
an infe:rQ brain.

•••
HONEST COPENDANGERED SPECIE.
t seems that noe than SO per

I

cent of those who want to be
policemen are noc really fit to be
policemen. Psychiatric lests, the
first ever conducled on an incoming
balch of olfJCerS, have shown Chat
half of the 917 shortlisted candidates f~ probationily police inspeeD'S to be suscepcible to bribery
and dadah abuse. One shudders to
think of the number of black sheep
who managed to make it into the
force because lhey did noc have to
undergo similar trsts. Imagine if
similar trsts were to be conducted
on existing officers - the entire
police force may be wiped out because they say thai meeting an
honest cop is crickier lhan fOlding a
needle in a haystock.
Meanwhile, the deputy IGP
thinks that a poliee police force is
the answer to the problems that cops
may have with the public: How
novel! He !hints that a smile, a good
m<ming, a good afternoon ~ a
thank you will iron out any
problems between the publjc and
the police. The good man must be
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•••
HONEST MAN- ALSO
ENDANGERED SPECIE

A business magazine recently
.l"l..intcrviewed one of lhe most
.-naring Malaysians alive. He is
none other than Tun Ismail Ali. the
fooner governor of Bank Negara
wluJe life-long ambition is 10 "instil integrity wherever I am". He
must be one of the last persons alive
here who can still make the distilvytion between office property and
private property f~ he refuses to
use the offiCial car f~ private fWlCtions - that is the extent of his integrity. He expects his Slaff to wok
as hard as he did and had no qualms
about sacking the incompetent ~
dishonest
One cannoc help but OOmire the
man for his uncompromising
attitude towards wok and ethics.
He is still going Slrong at 74, more
than 10 years after stepping down
from Bank Negara's top post. The
question one is tempted to ask
would be why, if his integrity and
competency is so without question,
and if he is so highly regarded
locally and inliemalionaUy,
he
removed from the post? Is it
because there is no place in ow
society f~ men of such exception?
Men like Tun Ismail are lite the
last of dinosaurs in the presentday
business world of wheeling and
dealing and IOOdying up to the right
people - something which Tun
Ismail would never dream of doing
despite having the Prime Minister
f~ a brother- in-law.+
NNP
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Dept head?

Japan: Peace or MilitarisiTI?
Remllltarlsm will only
have negative
consequences for Japan,
given her past role In the
Second World War says
TAN CHEE BENG.
here has been considerable
concern over Japanese
militarism. Events following
the Gulf War show that this concern
is justified. and that there is an increasing trend towards rnililarization
in Japan. These events have brought
into open the conlladiction within
Japanese society, n:mely the contest
between those who seek to uphold
the Constitution and are against
militarism. and those who seek to
reinterpret m I believe, eventually
change the Constitution to pave the
way for full militarism.
The Gulf War had worked to the
advantage of the rightists in Japan
who wanted militarism. In fact, the
US wanted Japan to send troops to
join the Alliance in their invasion of
Iraq. Since then there has been tacit
understanding that Japan, being an
economic power, should shoulder
her share of burden in maintaining
world peace, which in the language
of the imperialists means to contribute militarily to ensure the perpetual domination of the world by
the industrial powers comprising
the Western industrial powers and
Japan.
The successful sending off of
the Japanese minesweepers to the
Middle East following the Gulf
Wat was a significant symbolic
breakthrough for those in favour of
militarism. The Western industrial
powers welcomed it while the
countries in South-East Asia where
the minesweepers had to pass did

T

Gulf~und Japanese sailors .,_.
tlvough Soulh East Asia: The silane.
from its neighbours did not mean
COMent to Japan'• remili1arization.

not oppose it. Japan has economically colonized South-East Asia.
and this makes it difficult for
governments in South-East Asia to
oppose the move to send minesweepers for peaceful purpose. The
visit of Prime Minister Toshiki
Kaifu to South-East Asia in early
May helped to convince ASEAN
governments that it was alright.
However the "politeness" (due to
the economic dependence) of
South-East Asian governments
shoold not be read as consent nor
are the people without concern
about Japanese militarism.
Now the issue is about sending
the Japanese Self Defence Force
(SDF) personnel overseas for
United Nations peace-keeping
operations. This is even more controversial than the minesweepers
episode for the Japanese Constitution bans the use or threat of force
as a means of settling international
conflicts. The controversial bill
which will allow sending SDF per-
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sonnet for international peacekeeping operations was opposed by
the opposition parties and a big section of the Japanese public.
Nevertheless, the ruling Liberal
Democratic Party (LDP) managed
to have the bill approved by the
Lower
House
committee
dominated by the LDP in late
November 1991. But very soon
afterwards the ruling party dropped
the controversial bill so that in
return the opposition party (the Social Democratic Party of Japan)
would not insist that Prime Minister
Kiichi Miyazawa and his aides testify under oath in Parliament about
their dealings with Recruit Cosmos, a real-estate company.
Nevertherless the issue of UN
peacekeeping operations remains
controversial and will no doubt be
raised again.

Hannkss On The Swface
On the surface the biU seems
harmless and the South-East Asian
governments again find it "impolite" to interfere, butJapan's immediate neighbours (China and
Korea) understandably had voiced
concern. What worries the concerned people in Japan and outside
Japan is that this will pave another
step towards full militarism. The
rightists in Japan have an excuse for
militarisation overseas: the protection of Japan's global economic interests. For instance, they will
argue that military personnel are
needed overseas to ensure undisrupted supply of oil. The SDF bill
is necessary for the rightists in
Japan to eventually push for full
military ventures overseas, and
then we'll see a different scenario.
Chapter II of the Japanese Constitution on the Renunciation of

War, Article 9 says "Aspiring
sincerely to an international
peace based on justice and
order, the Japanese people
forever renounce war as a
sovereign right of the nation
and the threat or use of force
as a means of settling international disputes".
It also
states, "In order to accomplish
the aim of the preceding paragraph, land, sea and air forces,
as well as other war potential,
will never be maintained. The
right of belligerency of the
state will not be recognized".
This is a marvellous piece
of statement which is in line
with a country which has a
strong Buddhist tradition. Yet
the Japanese government and
other pro-militarism elements
in Japan are trying to
reintespret the Constitution to
pave the way for full
militarization. In fact the
government of Toshiki Kaifu
in agreeing to contribute $9
billion for the cost of the
Alliance's war against Iraq
had already violated the Constitution for it made Japan a
party to the use of force (and
in this case a ruthless war
which killed a great number of
civilians) in settling an international poblem which could
have been handled without a
war. The difference is that
Japan paid others to kiU, but
morally this is no different
from sending soldiers to kill.

government now does or will
do in future

are contrary

to

words. Obviously the minesweepers episode and the
recent controversial bill on the
SDF role overseas do not help
to convince people in Asia
about
the
Japanese
government's sincerity with
regards to both the expression
of regret about Japan's past
war role and the assurance of
peace.
In fact during Prime Minister Kaifu and the Emperor's
visit to Malaysia, the local
Chinese newspapers again
raised the issue of history textbooks in Japan and questioned
the sincerity of Japan. At the
same time the editorials and
comments in the newspapers
mention the good relations between Japan and South- East
Asia and the wish to maintain
"Aspiring sine«eey lo., intemation• puce
good
relations. In fact a local
baed on justice and order, the Jap.,... people
Chinese newspaper sums up
torevw renounce ww • • soverign right of the
the mood of the people in
Mllon lind the threlll or use of tore. • • mNM of
..ttling intemlltionll disputes_jn order to
Malaysia very weU with its
eccompiish the eim of the preceding peregreph,_
editorial headline, "We can
land, sea and air forces,
forgive, but cannot forget".
Indeed
the
yoWlger
as well as other war
generation now are willing to
potential, will never
forgive. While in the past
since the Second World War
be maintained"
(up to about the 60s), the
people
here (especially the
Article 9, Chapter II of the Japanese Conof
Chinese descent)
people
stitution on the Renunciation of War,
were brought up to think th.1t
Japan and the Japanese are
bad, today there is very little
hatred although unhappiness
and in its wish that Japan remains a
about Japan's attitude about the
peaceful country despite Japan's
War remains. There is realization
Clean Break
economic strength. What better
that the present generation of
way to do this than to observe the
It is time the Japanese governJapanese cannot be held responspirit of the Constitution faithfully.
ment gears the country towards a
sible for the war initiated by an evil
1991 was significant for Japanclean break from the Second World
regime of the past But the present
ASEAN relations for both the then
War. It is a challenging time in
generation of Japanese are and can
Prime Minister Toshiki Kaifu and
view of the growing support for
be held responsible for their atthe Emperor visited South-East
more militarization. Yet it is now a
titudes about the war and the futur&
Asia Yet the ex-Prime Minister's
good time to break with the mistake
intention of the country.
offer of apology for Japan's role in
of the past both politicalJy and
Rewriting Huwry
the Second World War and the
psychologicalJy. This can only be
This is why the attempt to
Emperor's message of peace are
done when the Japanese governrewrite
or suppress Japan's real role
meaningless if what the Japanese
ment shows its sincerity in apology
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in the Second World War in
Japanese history books had created
such an uproar outside Japan and it
is still an issue. This is because the
suppression shows that Japan has
not been sincere about her apology
for the role in the war. More
serious is that the younger generation of Japanese may grow up
without knowing the real honors of
the war, of which Japan was
responsible; and some of these
young Japanese will be Japan's future leaders who will make important decisions on domestic and
international issues. Given the rise
of milibrism in Japan, it is even
more urgent that Japanese students
learn about the war, the atrocities
committed, as well as Japan's role.
They should be encouraged to
d~bate about it
As I have said. the mood is now
favourable for Japan to make a
clean break with the past The ball
is on her side. Japan should Connally apologize, once and for all, for
her war role, and she should
apologize to all countries (certainly
not just the US) who had been her
victims and whose citizens had suffered tremendously and even massacred by the Japanese Imperial
Army. Japan should prove her sincerity by rectifying the mistakes in
not revealing the truth about
Japan's role in the Second World
War in the history beds used in
schools in Jap3n. Anyway knowing the truth about the war is good
for the Japanese people and the future ofJapan.
Japan should show her sincerity
by upholding her Constitution
which guamntees peace. Actions
which pave the way for milibrism
will not help to build up the trust in
Japan. Obviously, the SDF issue
hinders the process towards more
trust The mood for friendship expressed by her neighbours should
be seized upon to build the bridge
of friendship and trust It will be a
mistake to regard this increasing
expression of friendship or dccreas-

ways to curb more and more
Japan 's economic power.
Even the eventual licence for
Japan to be a full military
power, if it is ever consented
by the Western industrial
powers, will be calculated on
the interests of the West. It is
therefore a mistake to ally herself too closely with the US to
the exclusion of the interests
of the developing countries.
The hesitation of Japan in
playing a major role in the
proposed East Asia Economic
group due to US objection is
an example. The people in
Asia are watching.
Japan can play a major international role in the real
promotion of peace without
violating her Constitution and
without being a party directly
or indirectly to the use of
force. Certainly Japan can
choose not to be one of the
Kaifu Te»hild on the Bangkok leg of h. South gang led by the US to impose
&.t Aaian \our: Toehiki's $9 biUion
their might and will on the rest
contribution to the Gulf W• vio..ted his
of
the world. So, instead of
coi.Witry's Constitution.
sending troops overseas, why
ing hostility as consent for Japan to
not send doctors and scientists?
militarize more and more.
Why not give more economic aid to
Japan has done well economithe poorer countries who will evencally without milibrism. It will be
tually buy more from Japan? Why
a mistake to argue that now that it
not contribute more to providing
is an economic power, it has to be a
educational opportunities and
military power too. Remilibrizafacilities for people who need
tion will only have negative consethem? All these actions will surely
quences for Japan, given her past gain more friendship and trust, and
role in the Second World War. It
at the same time fulfal the spirit of
will also make it impossible for
the Japanese Constitution, making
people outside Japan to forget the
it more meaningful. And if Japan
past. Isn't it better to do well
can gain friends this way, why
economically and be trusted by
militarize? To fight the US.?
people of the world than to be hated
The efforts by the peace loving
by becoming a military power as
people in Japan to oppose any move
well?
towards militarism deserve the support of aU peace-loving people in
Real Peace Move
the world. The cause for peace is
It is also in the long tenn interest
international and deserves internaof Japan to recognize that the
tional support. There is still much
developing countries and the newly
to be done to ensure world peace.
industrializing countries are and
Let's all work: together. May there
will be her more reliable friends
be peace in this world in the years
than the big Western industrial
powers who will no doubt seek:
to come.+
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DEVELOPMENT

Huntan Costs Of Developntent
Human rights Is not only
Important from a moral
and ethical point of view.
Society Is also politically
better-off If there Is
greater respect for human
rights, says AMAR GILL.
s there a connict between
development and human rights?
The answer to the question
depends on what we understand by
"development" as weU as what we
mean by "hwnan rights".
Let us fU"St consider "development". What is development? What
makes a country, a nation or a
people more developed? Developmentis whatever makes people better-off. There can be no
development if people are not better-off, and anything which makes
people bettez-off must count as
development
So what is it that makes people
better-off? The fU"St thing that
would come to most minds is
having more of the material things
we want H more people can have
cars, washing machines and
televisions, and if they can have
better quality cars, washing
machines and televisions, then we
could say that they are better- off.
H a country produces more goods,
then its people can have more of the
material things they want. Thus,
economic development is important.
But apart from having more
material things, there are undeniably other ways in which our Jives can
be better. Clean air, fresh water and
uncongested roads are all things
that are impmant in detennining
whether we are better-off. Also im-

I

portant is whether our society is
culturally rich, whether the arts of
the various traditions flourish. We
are better-off if we, and the people
around us, have greater commitment to values and principles, that
is, if our society is less selfish and
more caring. We would be betteroff if there is greater understanding
and unity among the different ethnic groups. Our lives would be better if we are open to criticism; for
the one sure way of realising our
mistakes is through hearing the
criticism of others. Thus, we would
be better-off if our society is more
open.
These are all different ways that
we could be better-off. For sure, the
examples I have given are not exhaustive. But the point I am trying
to make is simply that there are lots
of ways that the quality of our lives
can improve. And all these count as
development.
Indeed, our Prime Minister acknowledges that being developed
in the broad sense means more than
being just economically developed.
He has outlined nine challenges
that face our society in becoming
developed. They are:
*being united as a nation;
*being psychologically liberated;
*being a mature democracy;
*having strong moral and ethical
values;
*being liberal and tolerant;
*being progressive and scientific;
*creating a caring society;
•a society that is economically
just; and rtnally
*a prosperous society with a
dynamic economy.
Thus, the view I am expressing
- that being developed means more
than just having greater material
wealth - is not novel nor, I hope,
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controversial. It is a point that
seems to have been neglected in
much of the discussion that we hear
on Vision 2020. Businessmen,
bureaucrats and government officials talk about doubling our
economy every 10 years and expanding real GOP by 7% pet
annwn for the next 30 years. But
economic expansion is just one
aspect of development Very few
people, if any, have said very much
about what the country has to
achieve, that is, what are the concrete targets for us to become
developed in the other respects as
well.

Dignity and Respect
This brings us to the question of
human rights. What are human
rights? There is no need here to
quote the UN Declaration of
Universal Rights, oc the American
BiU ofRights, oc whatever from the
West for it is not our intention to
make it seem that human rights is a
uniquely Western concept. It is not.
I think there is a notion of human
rights that we all share, in the East
and the West This is the notion that
all human beings are important and
all deserve a certain minimum
amount of respect. The dignity of
man and woman, their humanity
and their importance as m<nl
agents require that they not be
degraded in certain ways. It would
be contrary to our respect for other
individuals to deny them of their
lives, to lock them up because they
have different opinions, to force
them 'to live in ways they do not
wish to, and so on.
Though I am no expert on
religions, • I believe that all
religions, whether Asian oc
Western, require that we show a

certain basic respect to other human
beings. All religions require that we
do not treat others in certain ways.
Thus, the notion of human rights is
implicit in all our traditions.
Given what I believe is the underlying idea behind human rights
- basic respect for other human
beings as humans requires - there is
then the question of what exactly
are the rights ol human beings that
should be respected at all times?
Are the rights as listed by the UN,
or whatever organization, complete
and correct? Have some rights been
left out? How do we decide if any
particular right actually is a basic
human right? These are large
philosophical questions which
would require deepec discussion.
What we need to note here is
that a sense of decency demands
that we not allow other human
beings to be treated in a degrading
manner. That is what human rights
is about. Any ethical person, any
person who is concerned about
what is right or wrong, must accept
that there are certain basic rights
that all people have. If we are
decent, then we must respect the
human rights of others.
It would thus be argued that a
society is bettez-off from an ethical
point of view if human rights are
given greater prominence in that
society. I think this is a view that we
would all instinctively agree on.
Can anybody doubt that a society is
better-off if its people have greater
respect for the basic rights or their
fellow citizens? Is it not a better
society if its people have greater
respect for the dignity of their fellow human beings?
Human rights is important not
just from a moral or ethical point or
view. A society is also politically
better-off if there is greater respect
for human rights. To make this
point, I should like to invoke two
types of rights commonly accepted
as part of basic human rights. I have
in mind the right to freedom of expression as well as the right to
freedom of movement. Where

In • ~eodety. cultwe •
alaow.d to lowish.

these rights are not respected, the
leaders can lock up those who express .views critical of the government. The leaders will be inclined
to do this if they did not want it to
be known that they too could make
mistakes. To secure one's position
in power, it would be convenient to
lock up all those who might
criticize one's policies.

Closed Society
But when this is the case, political debate is stifled. Only one view
gets heard- the view or the leaders.
The leaders are not able to discover
what their mistakes are through
knowing of the criticism of others.
One would then have a closed
society and a politically repressed
climate.
These two rights - to free expression, including a free press, and
the right not to be arbitrarily
detained - are key elements in
determining the political maturity
of a state. Those states where these
rights are given greater importance
are rightfully said to be politically
more developed.
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If we take development in the
broad sense or the term, then
greater respect for human rights
does not conflict with devel<>Jr
ment Rather, respect for these
rights is necessary for a society to
be ethically, morally and politically
developed.
A critic of human rights might
argue that he or she is not interested
in the broad sense of development.
The person might only be interested
in development in the narrow sense,
that is, economic development. He
or she might then argue that human
rights can come into conflict with
economic expansion. This would
lead to a discussion of what kind of
development - economic, political,
ethical etc, - is more important
There is no single satisfactory
general answer to the question on
how development should be
prioritised. It all depends on the
situation. If we are more impoverished politically and more advanced economically, then it would
seem that the overall gains to the
people from further economic
development will not be as great as
the gains from greater political
development. This is an application
of the principle that cconomists call
the law of diminishing marginal
utility: when you have a lot of rice
and very little cuny on your plate,
then you are better-off with a bit
more cuny rather than a bit more

rice.
Some people may not consciously realise that there are different aspects of development.
Others may feel that economic
development should always have
priority. To them I leave the question: What is the price to be paid for
concentrating solely on economic
expansion? What about the things
that matter for the dignity of
people?+

Delivered at a discussion organiud by Suaram and the
Chintst Asstmbly Hall on 12
Dtctmbtr 1991 at t~ Chintst Asstmbly Hall, Kuala Lumpur.

Universal Spiritual Values

Sikhism And Social Reform
So""Cial reform Is
emphasized In the Sikh
religion which lay$ stress
on one's duties as a
citizen. True religion Is to
serve humanity. If one
seeks to meet God one
should serve the people
for It Is within them that
God resl~es, says
DARSHAN SINGH.

and not by their caste, creed, wealth
or religion. True religion is to serve
humanity and if one seeks to meet
God he should serve the people because it is within people that God
resides. For a contented life, Sri
Guru Nanak Dev Ji stressed on
three basic principles i.e. remember
God, earn by honest means and
share your earnings with others. To
accomplish his mission, Sri Guru
Nanalc Dev Ji made four missionary
journeys mostly on foot for thirty
long years visiting both Hindu and
Muslim holy places with the message. He is the only A vtar (Prophet)
known to have travelled all over
India, Bhutan, Sikkim, Nepal,
Burma, Ceylon, Arabia, Sudan,
Iraq, Persia, Russia, Afghanistan,
Tibet and Kashmir five centuries
ago.

ri Guru Nanak Dev Ji, the
founder of Sikhism, was born
in 1469 at Talwandi, now
called Nankana Sahib after his name,
in Punjab. Since his childhood Sri
Gwu Nanak Dev Ji was always attuned to God and service to others. At
the age of five, he began to talk about
God and was admired by all who
Social Refonn
heard his views. When he was seven,
Sikhism recommends an active
he learned Persian. He surprised the
- the life of householderlife
teacher by learning the alphabet in
Grihst-life in society, not in isolaone day. There were many miracles
associated with his early
childhood.
His mission was to preach
the Oneness of God, the
brotherhood of mankind, the
practice of truth, the service of
humanity, to preach the message of grace and love and
above all to tell people that the
real purpose of life is to search
for the glory of God and to go
back to Him from where we all
originated. He removed caste
distinctions,
superstitions,
baseless rituals and formalities. According to him a
true Hindu or Muslim is he
who remembers God and performs good deeds. All people
are judged before God according to their good and bad deeds .._jt is within peop&. lh.t God .-~."

S
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tion, where every individual makes
his contribution to the development
of society. There is no place for
asceticism in Sikhism. Every Sikh
must work for his living, and not be
a burden on society. Sikhism lays
emphasis on righteous living Kharam-di-Kirt (the labour of
Dharma). Worldly duties may be
performed side by side with the
search for Truth. A Sikh must set an
example to others; he should become a better farmer, a better
businessman and a better public
servant. He is not to shun material
gain or the comforts of life.
Sikhism lays emphasis on
man's social obligations. Man is a
part of society and has to work for
its uplift. That is why social reform
is a strong point in the Guru's teaching. The Gurus rejected the caste
system, untouchability, taboos
against women, good and bad
omens and the worshipping of
graves, idols and mausoleums. Sikhism believes in the equality of man

propagation and installed the
'Sri Guru Granth Sahib' - the
holy Sikh scriptures as the perpetual living Guru of the Sikhs
to which they must always
refer in their struggle for the
perfection of their own souls.
Guru Gobind Singh set
certain rules to instil discipline
into the Sikhs so as to protect
and guide them on the Sikh
right path and to prevent them
from becoming apostate. The
Khalsa Sikh has five symbols
i.e. the five Ks namely Kts
(long hair), Kangga (Comb),
Kara (Steel bracelet), Kirpan
(dagger) and Kachhaira (long
undergannent).
... _the practice of vlr1ue In everyday liN • a vital atep toward• apiritual dewloprn«<t."

which is practically demonstrated
through the institution of Langar,
the Temple of Bread, dining
together in a single line or Pangat,
and mixing on equal terms with

Ethics

In Sikhism, ethics and religion
go together. The inculcation of
moral qualities and the practice of
virtue in everyday life is a vital step
towards spiritual
development.
Qualities
like
~·~~~iii~ honesty, compassion, generosity,
patience, humility
etc. can be built ·up
only by special effort
and
perseverance.
The
lives of the Gurus
show how they
lived their lives according to the code
of ethics.
Guru
Nanak
realized that to perfect a society takes
time. Thus, he
planned a succesk1 Sildam wwy Individual '- a conlributing component
sion of perfected
ofeodety.
souls (Jivan Mukat
Gurus) in his own
light to propagate
persons of diverse faiths and
what he enunciated. Guru Gobind
nationalities.
Singh, the tenth and the last of the
Sikhism lays stress on one's
Gurus perfected the Sikh society he
duties as a citizen, rendering sercalled "Khalsa" - the pure (purity
vice to the community as a whole.
and soul) after 239 years of
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One God
Mohammed Iqbal, one of
the greatest poets of the Urdu language, has paid a most befitting and
glorious tribute to the great Sri
Guru Nanak Dev Ji for his excellent
achievements in the field of
spiritual regeneration of the people
of India
Iqbal says:- "Phir Uthi a/chir
sada tauhid ki PIUijab st Hind ko tk
mard-t-kamil me jaganya khab
st". (Again the call of Monotheism
arose from Punjab, a perfect man

awakened India from Slumber.)
The holy Sri Guru Granth Sahib
begins with "Japji". which begins
with the Mul Mantra, called the
basic creed of Sikhism.
The translatedMu/ Mantra is as
follows:

Tlurt is One God, His NtuM is
Truth,

Tlu Crtalor All Penading,
Wilhout
Fear without enmity, Tht Being
Beyond Timt, 1101 lnCIJ1'FIDUd,
Se(/ Existent, R~aliud through

Divine Grace".
Japji is deemed the essenceof
Sikh

thought

and

the

most

philosophical comPQsition of Sr
Guru Nanak Dev Ji. D

Justice

Building a Sustainable Future
Being ••green" has
become very trendy these
days, the latest fad In a
"yuppy" age. But what
does It really mean to be
..green"? In this final part
In a series of three
articles, JOHAN
KENYALANG takes a
closer look In the
aftermath of the Earth
Summit.
he Emth Swrunit in Rio de
Janiero. Brazi.I is over. The
12-day summit gathered more
lhan 100 heads of stale and government in their quest to show a global
concern fu- the environment Parallel
to the offacial UN environmental
cooference is the Global Faum. a
collection of activists and enth~ts
hoping to mng their hwnM rights
and environmental agenda to the
mainstream.
Biodiversity and genetic
materials. Emission of gases and
global warming. Agenda 21 and
susaainable devdopment These are
just a few of the buzz-wu-ds suddenly appearing. Rio'92 is. some-what. an attempt to convince the
wu-ld that leaders in both the North
and South are really turning
"green". Unfoounately. most
governments have missed the
point Being "green.. does not only
mean building a consensus on
biodiversity. spelling out eloquent
foreslry principles u- even what
rich and poor countries should be
doin~ to green 1he world.
lbeteT<n. even as the Conventioo on Biological Diversity- that
binds all governments to conserve
their flora and fauna for their

T

genetic materials - is one of the
treaties signed by more than 100
countries at the Earth Summit, concrete actions remain to be seen.
What being "green" means is
rethinking the notion of development and the environment. It means
having the political will to implement sustainable development - a
recognition that our continuing
need for growth must be done in
harmony with our environment,
and without jeopadizing the welfare of future generations. A
genuine development policy - rare
in the countries today - must never
lose sight of the survival needs of
communities dependent on the environment. essentially the land and
forest
This means recognition and
respect for the territorial and cultural rights of native peoples, as
well as the plant, animal and insect
species found in the rainforest
canopy.

QuickProjils
Unfortunately, this is not the
case. All too often, however, forests
are felled for quick profits and
species-rich (mixed) forests are
replaced by monoculture plantations, intensively managed with
pesticides and fertilizers, and by
dams u- roads. More importantly,
native peoples are being displaced
from their native customary land.
Cases in point are the Kenyah longhouse communities, nomadic
Penans and many other natives in
Sarawak. This statement to the UN
Commission for Human Rights,
Geneva in Match 1991 drives the
point home:
••For us the natives, whether settled or semi-settled. and particularly the nomadic Penan, the rainforest
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is the sowce of all food, medicine,
tools. building materials. spiritual
connection and burial sites of our
ancestors. The government policy
of forced relocation and assimilation is a violation of our rights to
self determination and dignity as
human beings."
However, Prime Minister
Mahathir Mohamad believes that
there is only clear (complete) felling of trees for housing. settlement
and money. "We are not exploiting
the forest for no reason. We need
the money," he said at a press conference in Rio. But the question
remains, who benefits most from
the revenue derived from logging?
In 1990, the timber industry
earned about M$3.36 billion u31% of Sarawale's total income. Although the timber industry is
responsible for creating employment for 65,000 out of a total
workforce of about half a million.
the workers are mere wage earners.
Ask any local person and sheftae
will be able to pinpoint that it is the
timber licencees, contractors and
subcontractors who really gain
from logging. A complex alliance
between logging companies and
politicians has progressively
usurped control of forests and land
from native communities. This
trend was visible as early as 1863
when James Brooke, the first
colonist, pushed fu- a land code that
eroded natives' rights over their
customary land tenure. a trend
which has continued till today.
The government justifies cutting down the trees for ..development" purposes s~h as for housing
and plantatioo agriculture. However, Sarawak has a low population
density and therefore, is there a
need to cut down more trees for the

land71n addition, there is plenty of
land available for industry and
agriculture.
The present system of develo~
ment goes against the direction in
which the native peoples have been
living for centuries. Native peoples
recognize the wealth of life on
earth, the millions of plants,
animals. and micro-organisms, the
genes that they contain and their
intricate
relationship (called
biodiversity). Hence their traditional agriculture and forestry systems,
be it shifting cultivation a settled
agriculture practices, is able to
preserve the cycle of regeneration
of biodiversity. This being so, how
can shifting cultivators be the
culprits for the loss of biodiversity,
as officially claimed?

What is the problem?
Indiscriminate feUing of trees
and monoculture agriculture have
devastating effects on the forest,
which in turn has effects on the
native peoples who depend on the
forest for their survival.
Trees
not only vital for the
ecological health of the planet, but
also have economic value. Trees
provide wood for building houses
and ingredients for medicine,
among other uses. Trees and the
environment go hand in hand. They
influence climatic patterns as well
as act as natural fertilizers to soil,
and reduce erosion. Rainforests are
the world's gene banks, containing
more than half the wald's forest
species.
Tropical forests act ~ gigantic
water reservoirs, protecting areas
downstream from floods and
droughts. The canopy of an intact
primary rainforest acts as a sponge
which can absorb up to 35 per cent
of the rainfall. In logged areas, this
rate is reduced to less than 20 per
cenL The consequences of
decreased absorption of rainfall
through the vegetation include
flooding, erosion, silting, the pollution of drinking water and a serious
decline in flsh population.

are

The World Wildlife Fund.
Malaysia revealed that, at present,
hill forest logging in Sarawak
removes about 46 per cent of the
natural forest cover. Removal of the
protective canopy exposes not only
the soil directly to rain but also increases the run off by reducing the
soil capacity to absorb water. The
effect or this is further devastation
of the forest since it loses its
capabmty to regenerate. Loggers
are destroying animal and plant
species without even beginning to
understand the role that these
species might play in the global
ecological balance.
In the same vein, the spread of
monoculture of "fast growing
species" (e.g. acacia mangum and
eucalyptus) in forestry breeds
uniformity in plants and animals.
Mixed forests have a multi-layered
canopy over the forest floor. the
very foundation for biodiversity
conservation and forest sustainability. ln contrast, monocultures introduce production based on
uniformity which not only invites
insects and pests but also destroys
the diversity of local varieties.
Hence monocultures are ecologically unstable.
Where do we stand?

Where Do We Stand?
Urban folks have been responsible for a great many environmental problems just as unsustainable
development policies have been.
An urban household produce on the
average, half a kilogram or garbage
a day; 32.8 per cent comes from
organic waste (vegetables, meat
and animal waste), followed by
paper. Paper takes up 25.5 percent
of our landfall (garbage dump)
space, the bulk or which could be
separated and recycled.
We cannot continue to despoil
our planet without dire consequences. Fortunately. an Cf\Virorunent
consciousness is emerging. Individuals, organizations and even
governments throughout the world,
including Malaysia are waking to

help solve the many environmental
problems plaguing the planet.
Indeed the environment concerns everyone, not just the native
peoples. lt is therefore not just the
responsibility of the native peoples
to protect the forest. but a concerted
effort by all people, whether urban
or rural, is needed.
For a start, we can begin to understand that the forest and the land
are synonymous with securing the
survival of those who depend on
them. It is only when we, urban
folks, are able to change our ideas

A genuine development poi'ICY
lllweya aafeguarda 1he •urviVIII of
communitiee dependent on 1he
environmenl

and think of the land as our house.
that we will begin to see the real
problem of the natives through their
view of nature.
If native peoples do not earn
wages for a living, they need some
fonn of livelihood. This could be
farming, hunting or ftShing. Essentially. this means that the forest and
land is their life and blood. Therefore, if we are concerned about the
livelihood of more than 80 per cent
of the rural population of Sarawak,
then we wiU have to be concerned
about the land and the native
peoples' struggle to defend their
rights over the land.
The land rights issue is not
reflected in the treaties at the Earth

Summit in Rio de Janeiro, but this
The Sarawak government has
threatening to fell more and more
announced, this March, that it has
does not mean that the future is
trees, the native peoples affected
grim. Individuals have a vital role
directly or being threatened by logallocated about 12,000 hectares at
to plaJ as much as organizations
the Ulu Metana area in Mulu at the
ging activities have taken action
and governments in building a sussuch as forming human blockades
Limbang-Miri division border for
tainable future.
in defence of their land and forest.
400 nomadic Penans. This reserve,
called biosphere reserve, is essenBasic to the conservation of the
Here, the government should not
planet is a change in our life- style
tial for the survival of the forest
only ban illegal logging but also
and attitude. Using the 3Rs dwellers- for their homes, food and
review logging licenses issued in
reduce. recycle and re-use - is a
basic resources. It has been esthe native customary rights area
small but significant step towards
timated that each Penan will
where there are disputes. H logging
conserving energy for the present
depend
on 30 hectares for survival.
is necessary 1o generate money for
as well as for future generations.
However,
the gazetted biosphere
developing the people, then it
We must also begin to realize the
reserve
at
Ulu Metana is already
should be done on a sustainable
importance of minimizing hazardover-logged!
In addition. the comlevel. It must be remembered that
ous waste. The government should
mission
for
the creation of the
the product of the forest is not just
support aggressive legislation to
Y
anomani
Parle
consisting of
timber. but also secondary products
control pollution and indisBrazilian,
Canadian
and Italian
such as fruits and plants. And concriminate dumping of garbage. For
anthropologists, doctors and
trary to popular belief. a green layer
the health and safety of all, we can
sociologists concluded that an
is not plain grass, lawns or even
of 770 hectares per person
substitute environmental conaverage
golf courses!
taminants such as plastics, pesis needed for survival. Ulu Metana
People should be involved in
ticides, chemical cleaners and
clearly reflects a case where capital
deciding
on the kind of developsynthetics with natural alternatives
accumulation and wealth is at the
ment they want, especially over the
expense of human lives.
(e.g. lemon juice to remove stains)
use of their land and in re-zoning.
or earth-friendly products (e.g.
A traditional doct<x' spells out
In this respect, seeking for and enthe message starkly as follows:
cloth diapers).
couraging alternative land use that
"We understand that logging
Women around the world have
is managed by the community itcompanies want money, however,
been active in the fight to protect
they are obtaining it while neglectthe environment on a number of self, such as agroforestry and organic agriculture. should replace
ing the rights of others. Deforestafronts. Because of an intrinsic
forest plantation and large develoption is like seuing fire to our
relationship between women and
ment schemes.
homes".D
the environment -as life-givers and
as primary purchasers of con- . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
sumer goods, women have
been quick to perceive the
threat to the health and lives of
people that is posed by environmental problems. For
rural women, their relationship is even more connected to
the environment because
women are traditionally
responsible for fetching water
as well as finding wood fuel
and food. Envirorunental
damage, resulting from Wlsustainable
development
strategies and logging, have
forced women to travel longer
distances to their fields and to
work harder because of severe
soil erosion and low fertility.
Faced with the chain-saws
and bulldozers of overambitious commercial loggers ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
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Women

Women: Victims of Violence
In this article, SHEENA
GURBAKHASH highlights
the dilemma faced by
many women who
encountered domestic
violence. Although much
have been done by
women's groups In
bringing about the
proposed Domestic
VIolence Act, there are
many real problems that a
wife caught In a trap of
domestic violence has to
cope with when she
makes a decision to leave
her husband or to make a
pollee report.

uch of the blame for
palriachy, it seems, can be
laid at the door of the
Aryan race and the Ancient Greeks.
In a manner of speaking, it is logical
to hold them responsible for the sorry
saa&e of inequality that governs the
stile of the sexes even today. Let us
not forget it was the Ancient Greeks
who declared that womenkind had no
higher role in life than to act as mere
receptables for the next generation.lt
was the same race of people however
that were responsible for the formulation of fundamental concepts of
government. philosophy and science.
It w~ the same Greeks ~ gave us
some of the most beautifuUy haunting legends that still live with us.
From the 25th to the 27th of
June, Kuala Lumpur theatre
audiences were treated to dazzling
performances by the Ninagawa
TheatreoftheGreekclassicMedea.
Brought to the Dewan Bandaraya

M

Auditorium by the Japanese Cultural Centre, Medea is a tale that is
a true tragedy in all its classic elements. Its superb presentation made
full usc of the stale of art technology available to modem theatre. Incorporating elements of Noh and
Kabuki the unique and slick presentation left many in a bit of a daze. It
had been a while since K.L.ites had
been treated to such a brilliant
show.
Simply told Medea's husband
for whom she has flouted law and
tradition by betraying her father
and killing her brother decides to
leave her for another woman. This
cold-hearted black-guard does so
for the simple reason that the other
woman is a princess and he can see
great ad vantage in being the son-inlaw of a King. Medea is inconsolable. Adding insult to injury her
husband's soon-to-be father-in-law
decrees that Medea must leave the
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country immediately. By playing
herself the forsaken wife and telling
him that she has nowhere to go,
Medea begs for and gets 24 hours
to put her affairs in order. Medea
however is not a woman who takes
insult lying down. She puts her time
to good use by plotting her revenge
and in short epitomises the old
saying that Hell hath no fury like a
woman scorned.
To revenge herself on the other
woman, Medea summons her husband and tells him that she will
submit to the indignity of being cast
aside and to show her acceptance of
the situation, she will give over to
the princess her own wedding
jewels and cloak. She then dispatches her children with the gifts
to the unsuspecting princess. What
she does not disclose is that the
jewels and the cloak carry in them
a poison so strong that it melts the
flesh of all that come into contact

with it Next, she decides that to
revenge herself on her husband she
will kill their children. As she waits
for the children to return to her after
giving the gifts to the princess,
Medea repents her actions and
decides to recant her vengence
when she receives the news that the
princess took the jewels and tried
them on and in the process was
killed in the most horrific fashion,
along with her father who tried to
save her. Medea now realizes there
is no turning back and lalcing her
children into the house kills them
before her husband can stop her. He
arrives too late as she makes a quick
get-away on her waiting winged
chariot.
In the same week that Medea
was brought to our stage, a forum
was held on the proposed Domestic
Violence Act that has been current1y handed to the Attorney General's
Chambers for consideration. The
proposed Act was put together by
seven women's associations nam~
ly, the All Women's Action Society
(AWAM), the Association of
Women's Lawyers (AWL), Hal
Ehwal Wanita ABIM (HELWA),
National Council of Women's Organization (NCWO), Selangor
Chinese Assembly Hall Women's
Section, Sisters in Islam and the
Women's
Aid
Organization
(W AO) who have come together to
work as one in an ad hoc coalition
called the Joint Action Group
(JAG).
Looking at the tale of Medea.
especially in the powerful way that
it was presented by the Ninagawa
Company, one can't help but
wonder that in the 4000 years since
the taJeofMedea was probably first
performed not a lot has changed.
Victimization of women within
relationships is rife and the changing roles and expectations of the
sexes has given a whole new tension to modem relationships. A
recent nation-wide survey by
Women's Aid Organization shows
that up to 10 percent of all women
and 8 percent of all men personally

know of a woman who is habitually
physically abused within a relationship. Translated into figures, this
means that some497 ,000 women in
this country suffer abuse at the hand
of a spouse annually.
Abuse can come about as a
result of financial problems, drug or
alcohol abuse, tension within the
family such as the birth of a child,
interference by a third party,
whether that third party is a relative
or a lover, mental stress or a combination of the above. So what now
you may well ask?
The Joint Action Group hopes
to attack the problem on two fronts.
Firstly by informing the public of
the true issues that arise in a situation of violence and secondly by
beefmg up the law. All the women
groups in the coalition have a
strong commitment to bettering the
status and furthering the well-being
of Malaysians. The coming
together of groups from such
various backgrounds has led to a
multi-faceted approach to the problem. The group began its campaign
as far back as 1985 with a signature
campaign and has from that time
won support from the Ministry of
Welfare under the auspices of Dato
Napsiah Omar as well as from the
DAP who was represented at the
forum.
The
proposed
Domestic
Violence Act, however, takes a
change in approach to the manner it
deals with the crime. Normally
when a person is charged with a
crime, the magistrate has an option
of fining the person or sending the
person to jail. Knowing the result at
the end of the day most victims are
reluctant to act. For example, if you
were a housewife who got beaten
by your husband on a regular basis
and you had three children who
were aged between four and ten
years old and your husband was the
sole bread-winner in the family,
would you. realistically speaking,
tum him in to the police for beating
you up? In the fust place if he was
in jail who would support you? In

the second place if after he got picked up and the police let him go, he
would surely come looking for you
and then you would be in big
trouble. And in the third place supposing the trial did go on and he was
found guilty and got sent to prison
for assault who would support you
while he was serving his sentence?
These are real problems that a wife
caught in a trap of domestic
violence has to cope with when she
makes a decision to leave her husband or to make a police report.
One of the major changes made
in the proposed Domestic Violence
Act is that it proVIdes for the victim
to stay in the home while the attacker can be ordered not to enter the
residence or to have any contact
with. the victim whether personal,
written or by telephone.
Another major change concerns
the way that the offender is dealt
with. Situations of domestic
violence are mostly a result of the
lack of respect that the attacker has
for the victim. It is easy to dismiss
those who beat their wives and the
children as 'uncivilized', or having
uncontrollable temper, or being
'just plain sick'. But the fact of the
matter is that most men who beat
their wives do so because they
believe that they have a right to.
This springs from a message that
they pick up fairly early in life that
women are objects to be owned and
a wife is a fonn of possession. In the
same survey carried out by the
WAO 15 percent of all adults
believed that a husband was entitled to beat his wife if she was
being 'difficult'.
The only way that the abuse will
stop is for these men to be sent for
counsellin~so they can be taught to
deal with their anger in a nonviolent manner and more importantly so that they can learn to relate
to their wives as more than mere
chatUes. The Act therefore requires
that not just the party involved but
also other members of the family
may be by order of the court be sent
for theraphy, counselling or recon-

ciliation. In this way it is hoped that
the Act will not work: to break up
families but actually operate to
keep them together in the long run.
Like Medea the battered
woman is the ultimate victim. We
have fonnulaled laws to deal with
the problem but what can a woman
who is abused or abandoned by her
husband really do. Like Medea she
can be ordered out of a residence
that may have been partly paid for
by her but is in the sole name of her
husband. He being the physically
stronger can throw her out and in
the face of threats of violence or
w<X"Se she has little choice but to
leave.
Research has shown that many
victims of violence do not have
anywhere to go. Most, when they
tell their families what has happened, are ordered to go back to
their husbands because it is either
their fate to have such a marriage or
they are told that if they were better
wives their husbands would have
not beaten them. Many are ill
equipped to survive in the real
world as they do not have the necessary skills to get jobs to support
themselves. Many also fear for their
children. They worry about who
will look after the children if they
leave them behind and how they
will support them if they take them
along.
Not a Jot has changed since the
time of the ancient Greeks. While
we still have laws that vest custody
of children to the husband, he can
literally walk away with them, totally deprive the mother of their
company and there is little that she
can do to seek immediate relief
especially if she has little education
and money.
But surely there are laws? Yes,
there are laws. Laws that require
you to fi.I'St get access to a good
lawyer. Lawyers unfortunately cost
money and for the average abandoned woman or the woman who
fmally leaves her husband after
years of abuse, paying the rent and
feeding the children takes priority

over getting a lawyer to handle the
matter. There is Legal Aid, true, but
this is over-stretched and understaffed anyway so how is the abandoned wife to get quick and
effective help within a system that
works against her.
Unlike the justice meted out by
Medea (rightfy or wrongly) justice
for the battered or abandoned
woman is slow if never forth-coming. Assuming she gets her papers
in order and the relevant papers are
filed and orders obtained and extracted enforcement is a whole different kettle of fash. Try extracting
arrears of maintenance from a

recalcitrant husband. You'd have to
find him first! What more if he is
violent and hell bent on taking his
revenge on you for leaving him in
which case you'd better pray that he
doesn't fmd you.
Not that one would recommend
poisoning the other woman and
then killing the children. lit these
civilized times that would never do.
Besides winged chariots are in
somewhat short supply and assuming you could get one, if your husband didn't get you, the Civil
Aviation Authorities certainly
would.+

On the flames of the
funeral pyre
Hidden behind your veil
WOMAN You have suffered for so
so many years
YOUR DAY HAS COME!
Sunila Abeyesekara, Sri Lanka

.o
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The People's VIctory In
Buklt Merah

A

liran applauds the court
decision to shut down Asian
Rare Earth Sdn Bhd (ARE) which

had been the source of controversy
in the last ten years.
The Perak Anti-Radioactive
Committee (PARC) and in particular the Chairman, Mr Hew
Yoon Tat, the Vice-Chairman, Mr

Hiew Yew Lan and the Secretary,
Mr Lee Koon Ban should be highly
commended for their courage and
perserverance in seeing that justice be finally given to the people
of Bukit Merah. These were the
very three persons among several
other individuals who were
detained under the ISA during
Operation Lallang in October
1987. Inspite of the pressure and
threats from the authorities, the
PARC and the people of Bukit
Merah stood their ground.
What is even more striking is
that the majority of the people of
Bukit Merah were simple folks,
poor and with little education and
yet had the initiative and courage
to come out openly to fight for
their future and their children's
future despite the odds.
No expense was spared to
bring in international radiation
experts who gave evidence that
the radiation levels in the area
surrounding the factory were unacceptably high. Moreover the
blood tests conducted on the
children ofBukit Merah showed a
higher level of lead content than
the national average.
Professor Ichik~w~, ~ radiation expert also confirmed that it
would be impossible to prevent
leakage of radioactive gases into
the air during the production
process. Studies in the United
States, Britain and Japan have
also shown that exposure to even
small amounts of radiation over
long periods of time has resulted
in cases of leukemia, childhood
cancer and birth defects.
In conclusion it can be said
that environmentalists will hail
the shutdown of ARE as a
landmark case. It establishes once
and for all that the public has
recourse in the courts against the
pollution that industries can
cause. However it appears that
the battle for the residents of
Bukit Merah is far from over as
ARE will most likely appeal to the
Supreme Court.

JoanShori
ExcoMember
21 July 1992
Buklt Mer.h folk confer with counMI Nijar outside the courtroom.
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A Plea to End the Serbian
Brutality In
Bosnia-Herzegovina

A

liran
welcomes
the
Malaysian government's action to sever diplomatic ties with
Yugoslavia - or more accurately,
Serbia and Montenegro - as a way
to register its moral outrage over
the human carnage that is now
happening in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
We categorically condemn the
brutality that is unashamedly
committed and displayed by the
Serbs, a brutality that is reminiscent of Hitler's Holocaust which
had claimed the lives of millions of
Jews, Christians and gypsies.
It is important to note that
while the principal victim of this
ethnic conflict is the Bosnian Muslim community, the Catholic
Croats have not been spared
either by the Serbs. This therefore
is not simply a Muslim-Christian
conflict.

Muslim and Cfolll refugeM, BosniHWugovina.

At this juncture, it is most urgent that the world community,
particularly Europe and the
United States, take a more forceful action to end this human
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tragedy. For it is ironic that while
Western powers have, without
much hesitation, threatened to invade Iraq again, they appear so
indecisive to do anything effective
on the Serbian •ethnic cleansing"',
a sanitized term for ethnic
genocide of the Muslims and
Croats living in Bosnia- Herzegovina.
In this regard, we would like to
call upon member-states of the
Non-Aligned Movement, which
will meet in Jakarta soon, to expel
Yugoslavia from the international
body.
Finally, for us in Malaysia the
important lesaon to be learnt from
this chapter of human tragedy is
that politicians and others should
conscientiously steer away from
the temptation to exploit ethnic
sentiments for short-term gains,
an act that would eventually endanger inter-ethnic harmony and
inter-faith understanding in our
country.

Executive Committee
18 Augmt 1992.

"May you live all
the days of
your life!"
• Jonathan S'
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THE MALAYSIAN PARLIAMENT
is disadvantaged. In Britain there
are three Deputy Speakers, while
the Malaysian Parliament has two.
"Members should feel," Churchill once declared, "that the election of Speaker arises, as it were,
from the whole body of opinion in
the House."
Thus, the moment the Speaker
fails to be "above the political
fray", he loses all semblance of
respect of the House. He cannot
hope to be respected as an impartial
arbitrator ofParliamentary debates.
The problem in this eighth
Malaysian Parliament is precisely
thatoneofthe Deputy Speakers, the
Member for Ampang Jaya, is not
mature enough to appreciate what
the office of Speaker entails. He has
not only been overtly biased against
the Opposition inside the House,
but has also played the overtly partisan propagandist outside the
House and in his press statements.
Let the public judge for themselves: the Leader of the Opposition is suspended from the House
until the end of the year for seeking
clarification about his suspension
since the House meeting had been
extended a further two more days;
while no sanctions are meted out
against the member for Pasir Mas
for using obscenities, racialist vulgarities and behaving like a
gangster towards Opposition members.

The Highest Delibei-ative.
Clwmber?
Once MPs fail to appreciate this
need for debate on the pressing issues of the day involving the
rakyat's monies - e.g. MAIKA
today or BMF a few years ago- they
would have abdicated parliamentary sovereignty in favour of elective dictatorship.
When that happens, cynicism
will set in and the people wiU tum
towards extra-parliamentary means

to
justice.
That
hand, Government
responsibility
to
leaders seem o~
shape the future of
sessed with only
Malaysian democracy
greater elective dictherefore lies in the
tatorship: viz to curhands of the Governtail
rights
and
ment-of-the-day.
freedoms of MPs,
Malaysians must
especially those MPs
decide whether they
who speak up for the
want to exercise their
people.
political sovereignty ~
Take the example
only once in four ~
of the Private Members
(non-miniyears when they vote ~,
in the general elec- \\ '
sterial)
Bill
lions, or they want to ~
provtSton in the
see Parliament dis- Oppo.ition l..eader Um Kit
Standing Orders. In
charging its foremost Siang: Suspended tor 1he y..,.. the press, we heard
representative functhe Speaker justifytion.
ing Lim Kit Siang's suspension by
The Oppostion's attempts to
saying that the Opposition can put
debate the MAIKA-Telekom
in a substantive motion to challenge
the Deputy Speaker's decision.
shares scandal during the last Parliamentary meeting and the supWell, DAP MP Dr Tan Seng
pression of the Leader of the
Giaw did exactly that and su~
Opposition by the Deputy Speaker
mitted a motion. But of course,
in question led to the rumpus we
everyone familiar with the
saw in the House.
Malaysian Parliament knows that
The same suppression of the
there is as much chance of that moissue of the day was similarly seen
tion coming up for debate as a blue
during the BMF scandal and the
moon rising. For under Standing
Orders No. 15(1) it is stated: "On
Constitutional (Amendment) Bill
in 1983, when Government Minievery sitting day Government busisters chose to ignore the questions
ness shall have precedence over
Private Members' business." The
which the whole country wanted to
Government always makes sure
know.
that the Order Paper is full of
Government
business before any
Otlu!r Aspects ofParliament
Opposition
motion.
This is the
Needing Refonn
reality of the Malaysian Parliament
today.
At this juncture when the Nation is talking about a new direction
Opposition MPs' attempts to
of development into the 21st cenforce a debate on the urgent issues
tury, it is perhaps time for a Royal
of the day under Standing Orders
Commission to review the
18.1 have likewise never sucfunctioning of the Malaysian Parceeded. 18.1 s~ipulates: "Any memliament in the last 35 years and to
ber other than a Minister may at the
consider its role in the 21st century.
time appointed ... rise in his place
Do we have that maturity, or is the
and ask leave to move the adjournaim of being "a society at peace
ment of the House for the purpose
with itself" merely a dead letter?
of discussing a definite matter of
urgent public importance by readThe discerning MP will know
that the need for Parliamentary
ing the text of the motion approved
reforms includes Parliamentary
by Tuan Yang di-Pertua."
procedures, practices and conven:.
It has become a standing joke
lions to allow MPs to perform their
that even if people are being
detained, poisoned or massacred,
role more effectively. On the other
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the Speaker will invariably rule
that: "Yes, I agree the motion concerns a defmite matter ... Yes, it
concerns a great many people ...
But, I don't think it is that urgent to
necessitate a debate especially
since the Government is already
looking-into this."
In more mature Parliamentary
democracies, they have tried to innovate by making their Parliaments
more relevant and meaningful,
such as the establishment of
Specialist Parliamentary Committees to enable MPs to specialize as
weU as to participate in policy
making.
In Britain, there are "Opposition Days" in every Parliamentary
session. Twenty days of each session are allocated to the Opposition.
Opposition spokesmen open and
close the debates and ministers
from the relevant departments
respond. Furthermore, eleven days
each session are set aside for private
members' motions, with the choice
of subjects left to the MPs themselves. Then again, the day before the
House goes into recess is nonnally
given over to lxlckbenchers to initiate short debates, providing a further seven or ::o days for private
members' motions.

Tlu! Public Accounts
Committee (PAC)
The composition and function
of the Malaysian Parliament's PAC
certainly leaves much to be desired.
Standing Orders No. 77(1) actually
provides for a PAC which could
take part actively and meaningfully
in ensuring high standards of fmancial accountability from the
government, not merely regarding
past but also present mismanagement of public monies:
77(1) There shall be a Committee to be known as the Public Accounts Committee appointed at the
beginning of every Parliament, for
the examination of
(a) the accounts of the Federation and the appropriation of the

sums granted by Parliament to meet
the public expenditute;
(b) such accounts of public
authorities and other bodies administering public funds as may be
laid before the House;
•
(c) reports of the AuditorGeneral laid before the House in
accordance with Article 107 of the
Constitution;
(d) such other matters as the
Committee may think fit, or which
may be referred to the Committee
by the House."
So far, the PAC of the
Malaysian Parliament has confmed
itself to dealing with only the
Auditor-General's reports tabled
before the House. Currently, this is
at least four years behind time.
Thus the recent scandal over the
ammo dump in Malacca is actually
the result of the tabling of the 1987
Auditor-General's Report during
the 1991 meeting of Parliament.
In fact, the powers of the PAC
are wider in scope than the AuditorGeneral's and it does not have to
wait for the Auditor- General's
report. It can go into areas beyond
the jurisdiction of the AuditorGeneral, for example, c<H>peratives and banks which are in receipt
of or constituted with public funds,
such as Bank Rakyat, BMF, Maika
Holdings etc.
And Wlder Standing Orders
No.77(5), ''The Committee shall
have power to send for persons,
papers and records, and to report
from time to time."
In the British Parliament, the
PAC is by custom chaired by a
senior member of the Opposition.
This is a logical consideration since
the PAC must not be afraid of stepping on the toes of Ministers and the
rest of the Executive. And once a
session, the committee's reports are
debated on the flou- of the Commons. The British AuditorGeneral's Office has total fmancial
and operational independence from
the government: none of its staff are
civil servants and the AuditorGeneral himself is an officer of the
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House of Commons who reports
directly to the PAC. He has a considerable degree of autonomy and
can decide what departments and
spheres of activity should be investigated by the National Audit Office.
There is a further area for Parliamentary innovation. In the US
congressional Budget Office, they
have facilities for providing MPs
with general economic and fiscal
date independently of the
Treasury. This makes sense since
MPs cannot be dependent of those
whom they are supposed to be
scrutinizing in the first place. But
Malaysian MPs do not have even
basic research facilities.
During the last decade, the
British PAC has unearthed not a
few scandals to embarass the
Government-of-the-day.
In
Malaysia, our Government does
not seem to have developed the
maturity or openness to allow this
basic gesture.

Conclusion
These shortcomings of the
present Malaysian Parliament must
be addressed by the whole country
if our Parliamentary democrncy is
not to slide into anarchy through the
elective dictatorship of the Government-of-the-day.
The suspension of the Leader of
the Opposition from the House
until the end of the year is as
dangerous a precedent as it is unjust. I have pointed out several
areas of the Malaysian Parliament
which require reform but the most
pressing and the crux of the present
crisis lies in the continuance of the
Member for Ampang Jaya as
Deputy Speaker.
His failure to live up to the conventions in keeping with the offiCe
of Speaker makes him unfit for this
role. As long as he persists in that
Office, as long as the Speaker has
lost the respect of the House ... the
Malaysian Parliament will never be
atpeace.v
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The Malaysian Parliament:
Need for Reform
In this article, DR KUA
KIA SOONG, sociologist
and MP for Petallng Jaya,
calls for the reform of the
Malaysian Parliament. In
particular, he highlights
the need for the Speaker
and Deputy Speakers to
conduct themselves
Impartially, Opposition
and ordinary MPs to be
given opportunities to
have their motions put on
the agenda for debate
and the Public Accounts
Committee to act more
Independently and
efficiently.

I

t must be clear to the public that

this eighth ~ysian P:lrtiament
is in danger of breaking down
completely unless the immediate
cause is identifJe:(l and WJent reforms
introduced. Besides the solution to
this immediate problem, other
aspects of our parliamentary
democracy also require refonn iCParliament is to be realized as the
fon:moll representative institution in
the land.
Already the J..Qder of the Opposition has been suspended, fust
for the remainder of the sitting, and
now, for the rest of the year. The
Government benches are calling
out for blood and urging changes
to the Standing Orders to allow jail
sentences for non-compliant Members of the Housel But they would
be wise to view the mataer in a
mature way and not to make our

/

,

~I

Pwbmenl proceedlna- . . ohln
.......... by govemnMnt UP. lor
purpoMe Globs~ ..... of ...
~ ...... oflhect.y.

system even more of an "elective
dictaaorship" than it already is.
Those who have been following
proceedings since the beginning of
this eighth Parliament wiU know
where the immediate poblem lies.
namely. loss of respect for one of
the two Deputy Speakers of the
House. The moment a Speaker~
lost the respect of a section of the
House, Parliamentary proceedings
become a farce.

OjJia ofSp«kroftM Hou.
The Speaker not mel'dy chairs
the entire Parliamentary proceedings, he or she symbolizes the continuity
and
authority
of
parliamentary government itself.
The office of Speaker dates back to
the earliest days of the House or
Commons in the lale 14th century.
He became increasingly an otracer
of the Commons. a guarantor of its
rights and those of minorities
wilhin it. against the oppression of
monarchs and ministers.

Thus when King Charles I
entered the Commons to arrest five
Members in 1641, Speaker Lenthall told the King,

''I have neither eyes to see, nor
tongue to speak in this pl~e. but as
the House is pleased to direct me,
whose servant I am here."
By the mid-18th century. the
Speaker carne to be seen as an impartial 'servant' of the House; and
it was another century before
Speakers were invariably above the
political fray.
Today in the House of Commons, the Speaker is elected by the
House of Commons from among its
Members. Once chosen. he immediately resigns from his party. But
he continues as an MP while in
office, and iC he wishes to remain
Speaker for more than one Parliament, stands in his constituency as
..Mr Speaker Seeking Re-election...
In Britain, no modem Speaker
has been defeated at the polls - indeed, a few have been re-elected
without opponents from the major
parties. The Speaker continues to
fulfil his or her constituency duties
while in orrace. though he cannot
use the House to air grievances.
It is conventional for the
Speaker to come from the party in
otrace but the current Speaker of the
House of Commons has broken
even that convention - she is not
only the fust woman Speaker but
she is from the Oppositon bench!
Apart from the Speaker, the
Deputy Spe&ers in the House of
Commons are usually chosen one
from either side so that neither side

contlnwd on~ Jl...

